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HIGHJACKING OF GURU GRANTH SAHIB
A couple of months ago some self appointed ‘thekedars’ of Sikhi beat up
members of the publishing house of Jiwan Singh and Chattar Singh of
Amritsar, Taliban style. Jiwan Singh and Chattar Singh have been
publishing GGS birs and other Sikh religious literature for a very long
time. Unfortunately they have also been publishing the fake Sikh literature
as well, for example, Sri Guru Dasam Granth Sahib. But that is not why
they were beaten up. Their crime was transporting Birs in a van. They
were also accused of shipping Birs by sea in containers. In fact this
prompted the Sikh establishment in Amritsar to send a fact finding team to
Bombay to inspect containers. However, there was no mention in the press
of the fact that the Malik brothers of Vancouver, Canada and Los Angeles,
California have been importing Birs in the containers, along with their
other merchandise, ever since they got into import business decades ago.
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In 1992 I had brought a Bir of GGS from The Sikh Missionary Society of
UK. It traveled with me as a carry on. I am certain that the Birs that The
Sikh Missionary Society of UK distributes also were brought to UK on
common carrier. It is also likely that they were published by Jiwan Singh
and Chatter Singh, because, as I have heard, to get a Bir from SGPC five
bodies have to go to fetch it. In 1993 we ended up ‘loaning’ our Bir,
temporarily we thought, to the Thath that one of the scoundrel Nanaksaria
Thug ‘Sant Babas’, Amar Singh Barundi, established in Roseville,
California. Two other families loaned, temporarily, a harmonium and
tabla. None of us got them back because this Thug was not in the religious
business. His business was to con people in the guise of religion. As the
recent reports indicate even the old man Khushwant Singh has been duped
by him; or it is also likely that Khushwant Singh is doing the dirty work
for the RSS by promoting scoundrels like Amar Singh Barundi to malign
the faith founded by Guru Nanak.
Eventually in 1995 we replaced that Bir with the one we obtained from
Satnam Education Trust of Vancouver, Canada, operated by Bhai Jiwan
Singh and S. Ripudaman Singh Malik. It had traveled in a container from
Bombay to where it had traveled by train from Amritsar or Delhi and from
Vancouver transported to California in a Chevy van. But to the
establishment in Amritsar that is showing disrespect to the Birs of GGS.
However, there is no disrespect if the same establishment publishes antiGurmat literature such as blasphemy ‘Gur Bilas Patshahi 6’, distorts Sikh
History and accepts ‘kanjar kahani’ and ‘kanjar kavita’ as ‘Sri Guru
Dasam Granth Sahib’.
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Prof. Darshan Singh, former Jathedar Akal Takhat, has made
his contribution to this controversy by declaring that the Holy
Birs could not be sent through shipment. One wonders how
he got the Bir for his Gurdwara in Toronto and how did the
turn of the Twentieth century Gurdwaras in Vancouver and
Stockton got their Birs.
My attorney, who won our law suit against Amar Singh, was
Jewish. I asked him if it would be possible for me to get a
copy of their religious scripture, The Torah. I got it from their
library, shelved with other books. I also found out that The
Torah that they use for the service in the Synagogue is not in
the book form. Scripture is hand written on sheep skin scroll
and when not being used, is wrapped in silks and housed in
an elaborate niche behind the Rabbi’s podium much the same
way as we wrap GGS in Silks and place it on a palki. I
already had the bible, which is readily available in all the
hotel rooms in North America, and in 1999 picked up a copy
of Budhist scriptures from a hotel in Singapore. To complete
my scriptural collection I needed a copy of The Holy Quran.
I found that in the store of a Pakistani friend of mine stacked
on a shelf with other books, movie and music tapes.

MEDITATION
Vir Bhupinder Singh, New York

Mankind has forever been in the quest for peace and
happiness. To achieve this, different methods of practices
and rituals have been adopted, but peace and contentment
still elude mankind. In pursuit of materialistic, worldly and
selfish motives, mankind has faced enormous mental
trauma, stress and anxiety. Both religious teachings and
scientific data indicate that worldly and materialistic desires
are insatiable and pursuit there of results in restiveness and
restlessness of body, mind and soul (conscience).
In this effort to achieve peace, man with limited knowledge
moved towards meditation of some particular style and
character. In our endeavor to understand the depth of
meditation, it is vitally essential for us to know the
definitions of some of the words and concepts that have
been used in this article.
The conscience is defined in the Thesaurus dictionary in the
following ways:

Thanks to the managements of SGPC and DSGMC, Sikh
religious scholars like Prof. Darshan Singh, multitude of
uncouth and illiterate clergy and uncaring ‘bhed-chaal’
attitude of ‘educated’ Sikhs in Panjab and Diaspora, Guru
Nanak’s message is not only distorted, it has become a crime
to publish it. According to The Tribune of December 6, 2007,
“The Punjab Cabinet today approved the law for prevention
of printing, publication, storage, distribution and sale of
Birs of Guru Granth Sahib by private persons except the
SGPC or those authorized by it. The ‘Jaagat Jot Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ordinance 2007’ approved by the Cabinet
will be converted into an Act through presentation of a Bill
in the Punjab Vidhan Sabha starting on Monday
(December 17, 2007)”. Don’t be surprised if the first outfit
authorized by the SGPC to print and distribute the Birs of
GGS is the RSS, licensed to take liberties with the text of the
GGS as they have already done in case of so called Dasam
Granth, Gurbilas Patshahi 6 and Sikh History.

•

How sad that a message with universal appeal transcending
boundaries of traditional religions, race and geography has
been hijacked by politicians and priests (that we are not
supposed to have). That which was supposed to be read,
heard and deliberated upon has been turned into an idol to be
only seen and worshipped. Like the Hindu practice of ‘Devi
Darshan’ we too take GGS out on a procession for a Darshan.
Like Hindu ‘jagrata’ we too sit through the night listening to
‘ran savai’ kirtan. Just as the Brahmin had forbidden the low
caste even to hear the Hindu scriptures we are on target to
making the reading and listening to Bani in GGS as the
prerogative of the select few.
Hardev Singh Shergill

•

*****
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the faculty, power, or inward principle which
decides as to the character of one's own actions,
purposes, and affections, warning against and
condemning that which is wrong, and approving
and prompting to that which is right; the moral
faculty passing judgment on one's self; the moral
sense.
As science means knowledge, conscience
etymologically means self-knowledge . . . but the
English word implies a moral standard of action in
the mind as well as a consciousness of our own
actions.
Conscience is the reason, employed about
questions of right and wrong, and accompanied
with the sentiments of approbation and
condemnation. It is common to all men.
The awareness of a moral or ethical aspect to one's
conduct together with the urge to prefer right over
wrong: Let your conscience be your guide.
The part of the superego in psychoanalysis that
judges the ethical nature of one's actions and
thoughts and then transmits such determinations to
the ego for consideration.

The concept of God – the concept that God is an Eternal
Action or Process and not a ‘‘thing’’ separated from its
parts. It is the source of all aspects, of every thing and
therefore all matter and energy. It is the primary cause of all
action in physical reality.
The Universal Truth / Perennial philosophy (ageless
wisdom) – the common, esoteric (subjective, interior)
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elements found in all of the world’s great religions, stripped
of the exoteric (objective, exterior) dogmas, ritual, and
ceremony. Though different words may be used to express
them, the Universal Truths behind them are the same.
• God is the Primary Source of all consciousness
(primary cause, omnipotence)
• God is contained within all matter and energy,
including you and I, in all times and all places
(omnipresence)
• God is ineffable, formless, of infinite awareness,
understanding, and insight (omniscience)
• Laws of nature are equally applicable to all beings in
this creation, i.e. basic anatomical, physiologically,
pathological etc. principles of universal truth are
common to all humanity. All matter is constant in its
properties and characteristics. The physical and
chemical laws governing nature will be constant
eternally. Laws of nature are the Will of God.
• Compassion,
love,
service,
interdependence,
wholeness, and integrity are core values that lead to
fulfilling relationships and healthy, productive
communities (ethics)
It is well known that human being is a conglomerate of body,
mind and soul (conscience), governed by definite and eternal
laws of nature. Therefore, for the natural functioning of the
body, no special efforts at meditation are needed, e.g. the role
of the tongue and teeth are well known in the initial
processing of ingested food, but no conscious meditation is
necessary for this function. Similarly, if due to lack of true
knowledge the thought process of the mind is not creative
and constructive, keeping in tune with the laws of nature,
certain reactions produce chemicals that cause mental
trauma, anxiety and stress conditions that are abnormal states
of mind and definitely not a state of natural meditation.
It is a common illusion and misapprehension that financial
and material gains besides providing bodily comforts give
happiness and bliss to the mind and soul. Ironically, greed
and quest for material gains as we see today has delivered
more stress and anxiety to mankind than happiness and bliss.
Medical science clearly defines that anxiety, tension, stress,
irritability and restiveness result in social loneliness and
withdrawal manifesting as depression in various forms
besides other unhealthy chronic illness.
Let us dig deep into the root cause of the above scenario .
‘Mrigtrishna’, (mirage) is a well known syndrome, a
delusional state exemplified by the behavior of a deer that
runs all his life in search of exotic fragrance (kasturi) leading
to its demise, without realizing that the fragrance existed
within. Like the deer, man is constantly in pursuit of material
gains for eternal happiness, while bliss for the (conscience)
soul is not sought for, forgotten and missing. In this outward
worldly race, man distanced himself away from the inner
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center of gravity and as a result delicate balance between the
body, mind and soul is disturbed.
Efforts were made to regain this balance but perhaps
knowledge was limited in this direction, one such effort was
yogic conventional meditation. Yogic exercises and such
meditation were successful in aligning body with the mind
temporarily to a certain extent but a complete failure in
fixing and awakening the soul (conscience). In fact, this
kind of meditation does help achieve some of the disturbed
balance. Imagine wanting to make a full circle turn and
being able to turn only 180 degrees instead of 360 degrees.
This partial success in achieving some degree of peace gave
man a false perception and a deceptive feeling of having
met the ultimate goal. Yoga and meditation surely bring
about certain degree of peace and harmonious balance
between body and the mind but definitely this is not the
ultimate goal of attaining divinity, spirituality and
realization of God, which is the only state of never-ending,
permanent peace in the present life.
As the peace and calmness attained by conventional
meditation are short lasting and brief, the underlying stress
and restiveness imbedded in our mundane lives constantly
manifest in our actions and behavior. For example in a
traffic jam tempers run high and impatience is demonstrated
by verbal abuse and aggression as the tension graph
escalates. This irritability and impatience exhibited are a
result of quick evaporation of so-called balance achieved
during conventional meditation. This manifests as anger and
mental instability with abnormal breathing patterns during
panic reactions; this state may be visualized as that of a
body being orphaned in the absence of a focused mind.
Therefore in such a situation the body indulges in
destructive and negative thoughts and actions instead of
positive and constructive deeds. For the purpose of instilling
positive and constructive thoughts and deeds, religion paved
the way for natural meditation to purify the conscience or
the soul (the faculty, power, or inward principle which
decides as to the character of one's own actions, purposes,
and affections, warning against and condemning that which
is wrong, and approving and prompting to that which is
right), as explained in the unique message of Guru Nanak
doctrine by the following verse,
saev keethee sunthokheeeukhuee
jinuee sucho such dhiaaeiaa
Those who live by the Will of GOD are naturally content.
ounuee mundhai pair n rakhiou
kar sukiruth dhurum kumaaeiaa
They do not place their feet in sin, but do good deeds and
live righteously, creatively and constructively.
Studying the existing concept of yogic meditation, i.e.
fixing the mind on tip of the nose or between the eyebrows
or repetitive recitation of a particular word, the mind is
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positively influenced in a way so as to suppress the
continuous tangential outpouring of thoughts but
significantly the conscience remains untouched. Tranquility
and serenity attained by yogic meditation are limited to the
time spent at fixed postures, only to succumb to the
overwhelming pressures of human evils and instincts of lust,
anger, ego, pride and attachment. As Guru Nanak doctrine
explains,
paath parriou ar baedh beechaariou
nival bhuangum saadhae
They read religious scriptures; they practice the inner
cleansing techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
punch junaa sio sung n shuttakiou
adhik ahunbudh baadhae
But they cannot escape from the company of the five evil
vices; they are increasingly bound to egotism.

religion that does not pertain to any particular group of
people, particular geographical area, sect or cult but can be
practiced by all people at all times to live spiritually, attain
divinity and state of realization of GOD.

I.e. yogic meditation may control and alter our breathing
pattern to prolong life but falls short of touching our
conscience; therefore the evil instincts remain overwhelming
and are not subdued since these arise from the maligned
conscience.

Also if people wanting to realize God practice conventional
yogic meditation by being confined to a particular place,
adopting fixed physical postures for specified time period,
then imagine who will run the daily household chores,
community affairs, industrial activity and other economic
developmental processes. Similarly particular days for
meditation are meaningless, e.g. some people meditate and
do not work on fixed days. What if they or their family
member needs medical attention on a particular day or if
they visit the doctor’s office and find the doctor away on a
meditation holiday, how would they feel? Therefore the
above notion and concept of conventional meditation is not
universally acceptable.

Another salient feature of yogic meditation is the art,
technique and ability to concentrate, but this has failed to
actually alter and constructively mould our life style. To
understand this let us look at the ability of ‘crane’, a bird that
in order to capture the feed, has an inherent natural ability to
concentrate and fix its sight so as to pounce on the prey at
first sight. Yogic practices and meditation attempt to bind the
body and mind in a similar fashion as the crane concentrates,
but such minds easily succumb to any lustful external
stimulus of greed, anger, attachment etc. This is so because
the meditation had in no way stimulated and awakened the
conscience. Obviously such meditation is of limited benefit,
as to some extent it helps alleviate the stress and tension but
has no role to play in the creative constructive moulding of
our minds and thought process. This moulding of the
conscience is essential foundation for creative thoughts round
the clock while performing activities of daily life, therefore
meditation needs to be redefined and revisited as exemplified
by Guru Nanak doctrine,
oothuth baithuth sovuth dhiaaeeai
While standing up, and sitting down, and even while asleep,
be tuned with God.
maarag chuluth hurae har gaaeeai
Walking on the way of life, moment-to-moment live by
Godly qualities.
In the above verse, Nanak explains the spiritual and religious
meditation in a natural form that is not bound by time, place,
posture, position and special breathing practices; meditation
that is incessant, permanent, constant and continuous and that
purifies and cleans the conscience of the evil vices. As a
direct corollary of the above, arises the concept of universal

To understand this concept of natural meditation based on
universal religion, let us dwell a little more here. Some
schools advocate meditation in the early hours of the day,
adopting a particular posture of the body, breathing
exercises, for a definite time period; disqualifying and
making it impossible for some people to abide by these
criteria due to their life styles; e.g. individuals doing active
duty during the night or early morning hours, persons with
physical disability unable to maintain fixed physical posture
or any other reason. Therefore this practice cannot be
universal.

Some evidence exists that conventional meditation has
benefit to alleviate the psychosomatic diseases, such as
stress, tension states and anxiety, but we are in search for
that spontaneous, effortless and natural meditation that is
part and parcel of our daily lives and keeps us away from
the evil vices and instincts, like lust, greed, anger, ego and
attachment.
Guru Nanak doctrine explains this with the following verse,
haath paao kar kaam subh
cheeth nirunjun naal
With your hands and feet, do all your work, but let your
conscience remain with the Immaculate Lord.
This gives inspiration to the concept of universal religion
that follows the knowledge of universal truth, leading to
natural meditation that is spontaneous, effortless and natural
and knows no time, place, and special physical posture and
is not confined to a particular cohort of people and be
accepted by all and effortlessly performed twenty-four hours
a day, 365 days a year and is incessant, permanent, constant
and continuous. This renders meditation in a more practical
and pragmatic sense. In this way by imbibing true
knowledge on one’s conscience meditation can be
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incorporated into our daily routine activities and living and
not be a thing of isolation and confinement.
Another sect of people believed that renunciation of the
material world is a prerequisite for meditation there by
achieving peace for the body, mind and soul.In this context,
Guru Nanak doctrine explains by the verse,
ashul shulaaee neh shulai
neh ghaao kuttaaraa kar sukai
The material world in itself is benign, undeceiving and
cannot cause any wound.
jio saahib raakhai thio rehai
eis lobhee kaa jeeo ttul pulai
As our Lord and Master keeps us, so do we exist. The soul of
this greedy person is tossed this way and that in pursuit for
material gains.
The above verse describes the incipient relationship man has
developed with the material world, there by increases
awareness that it is not materialism (maya) at fault in making
us corrupt and deceitful but the deficiency lies in our
perception and acceptance of the laws of nature as the Will of
God. This rejection of the Will of God is because of
preconceived ideation in our week and flawed conscience
that forms the basis of our thought process.
To understand this further and elucidate this incipient
attachment and relationship between man and material gains,
let us consider an illusion. Imagine a person who is walking
ahead of cattle attached to him by a rope. A group of people
walks along side. People belonging to this group akin the
cattle to the material world and enquire from their preacher
by making a point, “It does not appear that man is after
material gains since the person in the illusion is walking
ahead of and directing the cattle”. The preacher then asks the
rope attached to the cattle be cut off. When the rope is cut
off, the cattle run astray and no longer follow the person.
Now the person referred to in the illusion runs after the cattle.
Viewing this, the preacher of the group explains the presence
of a unidirectional incipient bond that exists between human
beings and the material world. Therefore we have to analyze
this bond minutely, who is leading who in this relationship.
To an eye that is not aware of this incipient bond it would
appear that the cattle is following the person, without
realizing that the cattle is held and pulled by a rope. The
cattle can be pulled in any direction at the behest of the
individual. It is known that for selfish and egocentric motives
mankind has used money and material, maneuvering it in
various directions to satisfy the unending and insatiable
desires of the individual. Money and material appear to be a
silent and passive spectator in this relationship.
Clearly the director and the master is the human being under
the guidance of the conscience, as to how we use this
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relationship to maneuver money and the material world, to
be creative, innovative and productive or a to be worthless,
futile, unhelpful and destructive. Therefore the conscience
must be awaken and made pure by bathing in true
knowledge so that our deeds reflect creativity and work for
the benefit of humanity without any form of discrimination.
The key word here is creative deeds and this can be
visualized as the state of realization of GOD.
Creativity is defined as one of the cardinal Godly
characteristics as given in Guru Nanak doctrine by the
verse,
Karta Purakh
The creator having created the creation is embedded and
cannot be differentiated from the creation
Therefore not being constructive and presence of
destructive feelings can never usher peace in one’s life; this
is anything but realization of GOD, and does not touch the
height of spirituality.
As per Guru Nanak doctrine, another angle of natural
meditation is one’s interpersonal conduct on humanitarian
grounds. Imagine a king with all the power but lack of
humanitarian feelings and thoughts. Such a king can surely
rule but not without injustice to human values and
principles. The presence of humanitarian concerns serves as
a litmus test for functioning of any administration as well as
the conduct and interpersonal relationship of its people. An
illustration from Guru Nanak’s life, where he refused to
participate in a feast organized by the wealthy Malik Bhago,
but readily accepted food from a poor and hard working
Bhai Lalo because he explained that the former employed
unethical practices while the latter represented hard earned
bread. An artist illustrates this message by depicting Malik
Bhago’s bread with the flow of blood and Bhai Lalo’s bread
with that of milk. The above scenario clearly lays the need
for self-analysis based on humanitarian grounds, an exercise
that must be done to define any misgivings in our lives, our
selfish and egocentric attitudes and behavior and such other
characteristics that are definitely not natural meditation.
Before and during the era of Guru Nanak, many a people
rejected family life and left for the wilderness to achieve
salvation by yogic meditation. In the jungles, meditation
was performed by positioning the body in different postures,
e.g. standing on one leg, crossed legs, recitation of a
particular mantra and consumption of hypnotic drugs in an
attempt to focus and collect the mind.
Guru Nanak’s message in this context is,
jog sidh aasun chouraaseeh
eae bhee kar kar rehiaa
He practices the eighty-four postures of Yoga, and acquires
the supernatural powers of the Siddhas, but he gets tired of
practicing these.
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vuddee aarujaa fir fir junumai
har sio sung n gehiaa
He lives a long life, but is reincarnated again and again,
moment-to-moment; he has not met with the Lord.
Yogic practices may be helpful in prolonging life, but fail to
achieve the state of realization of GOD; but what use is this
longevity if one is dying moment to moment (simultaneous
reincarnation) by indulging in evil vices. In this regard, Guru
Nanak increases awareness that without awakening the
conscience from where the thoughts originate and are
processed, meditation in any form is futile. Further in support
of this Guru Nanak doctrine says,
vin mun maarae koe n sijhee
vaekhuhu ko liv laae
Without conquering the thought process, no one can be
successful and cannot realize GOD.
bhaekhudhaaree theeruthee bhav thukae
naa eaehu mun maariaa jaae
The wandering holy men are tired of of making pilgrimages
to sacred shrines; they have not been able to conquer their
minds.
Furthermore, any amount of conventional meditation cannot
rid us off the evil vices i.e. lust, anger, greed, ego and
attachment, only universal true knowledge can direct our
mind towards spiritualism and a clean conscience. To
understand this consider an example from common day life.
As the rider directs the horse using sharp pointers, similarly
when the mind goes astray, pointers of true knowledge that
inspire oneself to live within the laws of nature must be used
to direct the mind. True meditation that can direct the mind
and conscience must involve the acquisition and assimilation
of the truth and thereby development of creative and positive
traits, so that our personality stands out by our qualities. Such
an individual is a being of these divine qualities that are
inseparable from the conscience. Guru Nanak doctrine
explains this to be the state of true meditation, as in the
following verse.
ruthae saeee j mukh n morrunn
ijinuee sinjaathaa saaee
Those who are one with God never sway away from Godly
qualities.
jharr jharr puvudhae kuchae birehee
jinuaa kaar n aaee
The false, immature lovers do not know the way of love, fall
away from Godly qualities.
The above verse conveys the message that once divinity is
achieved and bliss is around us, we are engulfed with love
and feelings for others and effortlessly follow the path of the
truth, never to sway away from the creative thoughts.
On the contrary conventional meditation due to brief control
over the mind results in spontaneous outbursts and breach in
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tranquility at the slightest provocation, this may be viewed
in nature as weakly attached fruits falling off the tree by
even a small draft of air. This is so because without
awakening of the conscience with true knowledge and
acquiring divine qualities we attempt to attain temporary
peace.
Having discussed the concept of natural meditation as per
Guru Nanak doctrine thus so far, it enables us to perform
our daily routine deeds by neglecting and discarding the
negative influences of the evil vices and simultaneously
gaining strength from the positive influences of the
conscience. If the conscience is truly awakened then it will
remain unscathed by the evil, sinful, wicked, impious and
immoral thoughts. This behavior is exemplified in nature as
the unblemished growth of the lotus flower in dirty and
filthy waters and yet the lotus flower blossoms naturally to
its fullest extent and remains unaffected by the dirt around
it.
This is explained in Guru Nanak doctrine by the following
verse,
jaisae jul mehi kumul niraalum
murugabaee nai saanae
The lotus flower floats untouched upon the surface of the
dirty water, and the duck swims through the stream without
the feathers getting wet.
The above thought is further clarified by another verse,
naanuk sathigur bhaettiai
pooree hovai jugath
O Nanak, meeting the True Guru, one comes to know the
Perfect Way of life, i.e. awakened conscience.
husundhiaa khaelundhiaa painundhiaa
khaavundhiaa vichae hovai mukath
While laughing, playing, dressing and eating with awakened
conscience, he is liberated. I.e. when we understand the
concept of universal truth being our guru and guide, then
fulfilling our daily obligations and duties of the mundane
life and participating in activities like eating, playing,
laughing extra, salvation is achieved in the present life itself
and not after death.
Guru Nanak doctrine explains this by the verse,
mooeae hooeae jo mukath dhaehugae
mukath n jaanai koeilaa
If You liberate me after I am dead and not in this present
life, then what use is this liberation to me.
Let us consider some everyday life situations in people who
practice yogic meditation. It is observed that even the
slightest provocation can disrupt the calm and peace since
the inherent desires and vices are not understood and routed
out but are suppressed temporarily in the process. For
example even after meditating for long hours, when we
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encounter an attractive person on the street our lustful
feelings rebound in our minds. Also if we ignore the genuine
needs of the neighbour’s child and devote all our time and
energy in fulfilling the needs of only our child then the
concept of true knowledge evades us and fruits of meditation
are annulled and result in failure of the meditation performed.
Similarly we are gratified if some body admires and praises
us, and if we have to face criticism then clouds of anger burst
like in a thunderstorm, thereby the peace achieved by yogic
meditation is so fragile and easily shattered.
Another example from common day life is that as our
association with others is based on give and take arithmetic,
i.e. if we are given the opportunity to assist another being, we
assume that the needy person is obliged for the assistance.
Now if in an encounter, the deprived individual does not
acknowledge our help by a saluting gesture, this is obviously
an unpleasant response disturbing our peace. The above
behavioral attributes illustrate the temporary and fragile
nature of conventional yogic meditation.
In contrast, meditation based on acquisition and assimilation
of true knowledge, enlightens us spiritually with divinity and
Godly attributes, there by our love for others and the
resulting desire to look out for any opportunity to help others
is overwhelming and there is no expectation in return what so
ever. This is explained in Guru Nanak doctrine by the
following verses,
kaahoo ful kee eishaa nehee baashai
The true being has no desire for the fruits of his labors.
kurum kuruth hovai nihukurum
Performing good deeds, he does not seek rewards.
this baisuno kaa nirumul dhurum
Spotlessly pure is the religion of such a being.
Natural meditation can be practiced through out the day,
without any domination or any threat to others. In contrast,
those involved in conventional meditation sell their concept
by throwing away gimmicks like admission into heaven and
the scare and threat about transfer to hell after the cessation
of life.
Let us study Guru Nanak doctrine’s concept of natural
meditation from another angle of self-analysis and selfrecognition. As illustrated in the hymn,
mun thoon joth suroop hai
aapunaa mool pushaan
O my mind, you are the embodiment of the Divine Light recognize your own origin and purpose.
The above verse explains that self-analysis and self
recognition help to dispel the negative feelings and hatred for
others, do away with anger in our behavior, stop claiming to
be pious and believer and accusing others of being atheist,
refrain from pretending to be full of knowledge and putting
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down others as fools. Self analysis based on true
knowledge, analyses our actions moment-to-moment and
enables us to be non discriminatory.
Further exploring self-analysis we have to assess our
attitude, manner and feelings towards others. Are we
enmeshed in the thoughts of social castes, outward beauty
and ugliness, rich and poor and other forms of worldly
differentiation? If the answer to the above question is yes,
then definitely we are not in a state of natural meditation. A
verse from Guru Nanak doctrine:
buraa bhulaa thichur aakhudhaa
jichur hai dhuhu maahi
He calls others bad and good, as long as he is in duality.
The message here is that if we are involved in the game of
differentiation it is imperative that duality is being exhibited
in our behavior. The differentiation of social beings into
classes on the basis of status, financial assets, rich and poor,
beautiful and ugly is obviously man made and changes from
time to time as per individual convenience. It is in
construable that any form of differentiation is God made,
whom we consider impartial, has no enemy and is divine
and pure.
In the light of true knowledge of the laws of nature and
living by them, if we dig deep into the behavioral aspects of
mankind we find that definite synergy exists amongst the
various evil instincts and vices. With natural meditation, the
conscience is awakened to the presence and destructive
nature of the evil vices, i.e. lust, anger, greed, ego and
attachment. One who lives by natural meditation
understands the laws of nature and Godly attributes, thereby
does not need to suppress any evil thoughts at any time but
the urges and the energy that would have otherwise been
used for selfish and material gains are now channeled for
creative purposes for the benefit of humanity.
To understand these productive and creative channeling
systems for various forms of energy, let us study the
principle of conservation of energy by Helmholz. This
principle states, in effect, that the total amount of energy in
any given system is always constant, that energy quanta can
be changed but not annihilated, and consequently that when
energy is moved from one part of the system it must
reappear in another part. The progressive application of this
principle led to the monumental discoveries in the fields of
thermodynamics, electromagnetism, and nuclear physics
that have so comprehensively transformed the contemporary
world.
Let us consider the various energies involved in the body
system. To begin with, consider the energy of lust. Lust in
the usual sense of the word is considered as pleasure
deriving, but it is a natural way to continue the race of
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mankind and reproduction. Therefore the energy of lust other
then that used for reproduction would better be channeled for
constructive and creative activities for humanity rather then
just sexual gratification.

permanent peace and happiness alluded to at the beginning
of this article.

Similarly the energy of anger would better be utilized to fight
against injustice in the form of gallantry rather then for
personal gains; greed for personal needs transforms into
greed for qualities, attachment develops and flourishes into
love and affection for others. Egotistic feelings are better
converted into self-esteem for character building and the
desire to be constructive and creative. Anyone with
awakened and a clear conscience, lives with a clean
conscience, thus effectively uses the internal energy for
creativity and is not self-centered; this is a state of natural
meditation. Such an individual truly is a role model for
others. In this context Guru Nanak doctrine explains by the
verse,
ounuee mundhai pair n rakhiou
kar sukiruth dhurum kumaaeiaa
They do not place their feet in sin, but do good deeds and live
righteously, creatively and constructively.

By Karminder Singh Dhillon PhD, Kuala Lumpor, Malaysia

This translates into life of a role model that travels through
worldly tides and yet remains untouched and unscathed
because of the presence of an armor of an awakened
conscience with transformed high energy yielding creative
and constructive abilities of the human body as discussed
above. Thus it is amply clear from the above that a clear and
awakened conscience is of prime importance and can be
achieved with true knowledge. This forms the basis of true
natural meditation. Traveling in life on these lines, one can
turn around full 360 degrees from a life of greed and
selfishness towards divinity. Guru Nanak doctrine enlightens
us with the following verse,
sooruj kiran milae
jul kaa jul hooaa raam
As the rays of light merge with the sun, and water merges
with water, pious men absorb all Godly qualities.
jothee joth rulee
sunpoorun theeaa raam
With Godly qualities one moves towards perfection.
Such a compassionate person full of love and affection
appears to exactly fit into the dimensions of an ideal human
being as designed by our supreme creator; devotes all
resources of body, mind and soul towards creative and
constructive development of humanity. Such understanding
of the laws of nature (Will of God) will render our
conscience transparent, enabling us to be in a state of natural
meditation constantly. Alas, if we could all understand this
concept and research further so that we can always be present
in this state of natural meditation effortlessly and experience
the state of realization of God; thus quenching the thirst for

*****
UNDERSTANDING JAPJI
This article is the first of a series that attempt to explain the
essence of Japji. This introductory article provides an
overview of the Banee which is a composition of Guru
Nanak. The Japji is the first Banee of the Sikh’s daily
nitnem. When Guru Arjun, the Fifth Master compiled the
Guru Granth Sahib, he chose to include the Japji as the first
Banee, immediately following the Mool Mantar. (For a
grammatical and philosophical explanation of the Mool
Mantar, please refer to previous editions of The Sikh).
The name of the Banee is Jap – pronounced with a short “a”,
almost like “Jup.” If the vowel “a” is pronounced in full, the
pronunciation becomes the name of another Banee – which
is the composition of the Tenth Master, Guru Gobind Singh
Ji, namely Jaap. Both names have different grammatical
origins. Guru Nanak’s Jap, written with an aungkar below
the letter “p” is a noun. It can be turned into a verb either by
adding a sihari to the letter “p”, or by adding a kenna to the
letter “J”, thus turning it into the word Jaap. Both the titles
mean different things. Jaap is a sadhna – an activity of
repetitious remembrance that is undertaken or performed
consciously with effort. When Jaap is done over and over
again with full concentration of the mind, the mantar settles
into the sub-conscious. After the sadhna, the Sikh then
begins to hear the mantar being recited – almost by itself –
from within the sub-conscious - just like an echo
reverberating on its own without the need for the original
sound. Or just like how a particular song or music
reverberates in the inner ears of an ardent listener even long
after the song or music has been turned off. How well the
mantar reverberates and how long it reverberates is directly
dependent on the level of concentration applied by the Sikh
during the Jaap process. If done with complete dhyaan, the
reverberation can continue the entire day, even into the
sleep state.
Uuthat Baithat Sovat Jaagat, Eh Man Tujhe Chitarey. GGS page 820

My Mind reverberates in your rememberance at all times,
while awake and asleep – Guru Arjun Dev Ji.
In the world of Gurmat Simran, this reverberating state is
called Jap. So in essence, one can say that Jaap is done,
while Jap happens. Sikh Simran thus begins with the
conscious Jaap, and ends with the sub-conscious Jap. One
could say that the Simran journey begins with Jaap, and the
destination is Jap. That is why both Banees are part of the
daily nitnem of the Sikh.
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Out of respect, the Sikh world of Banee-lovers added the
word ‘Ji” to Jap and the word “Sahib” to Jaap. So we term
Guru Nanak’s composition as Japji and the Tenth Master’s as
Jaap Sahib. It is not uncommon, however to even hear Jap
being reffered to as Japji Sahib. These titles reflect the deep
love and reverence for these (and other) Banees.
When attempting to understand Japji – which is the main
motive of this and subsequent articles – it is helpful to
understand some basics and discard erroneous and faulty
beliefs. Most of them have to do with first impressions. The
objective of doing so is to provide for a fuller and complete
appreciation of what Japji is all about. Wrong first
impressions usually hinder the proper and fuller
understanding of the substance.
The first false impression has to do with the two “firsts” as
mentioned in the opening paragraph of this article. Because it
is the first Banee of the Nitnem, and the first Banee of the
Guru Granth Sahib, we assume that Jap is a “beginner”
Banee. Anything that is considered beginner usually has
some lesser connotations. After all, beginner things are meant
for beginners. So the first Banee we usually learn as children
or teach our children is Japji. The composition of Japji is
short, smooth and captivating so much so that reading it,
memorizing it and even singing it is easy even for children of
tender years. Children of 5 years age are known to render
Japji by heart. Nothing negative about that, so long as the
other beginner connotations do not come into play. Whatever
is beginner is usually the easy stuff, or basic. This point can
be appreciated when considering a book with a title that has
the word beginner in it such as “English for Beginners.” As
will be explained in due course, Japji is anything but basic.
My inclination is that there is no Banee in the Guru Granth
Sahib that is more difficult than Japji.
The second false impression is really a derivative of the first.
Since Japji is considered “beginner” Banee, when we start to
learn the meanings and messages of Gurbani we also start
with Japji. When Gurdwaras arrange for Katha of Gurbani,
we ask our Kathakaars to start with Japji. The result is Japji
has become the most explained Banee, yet remains the least
understood. Why? Because if you taught / explained
Einstein’s physics repeatedly to an audience who has never
been taught Newtonian (or basic) physics, you will end up
with lots of explanations but little understanding. It is like
teaching Shakespeare to those who have not been exposed to
literature. We think that because the composition is short
(some lines are just four words – Asankh Jap, Asankh Bhao
for instance, and because children can read and memorize
and narrate, then the meaning must also be at the level of the
beginner. What can be so complicated about a four word
line? Ironically, what makes Japji so easy to read, recite and
memorize, also makes it extraordinarily deep, rich,
contextual and philosophical. In other words, what makes it
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the easiest Banee to recite, also makes the most difficult to
grasp.
The third false impression is tied intrinsically to the above
two impressions. Sikhs have often asked the question as to
the “when” of a particular Banee and Shabad. When was
Japji written by Guru Nanak? When and under what
circumstances was a particular shabad created by a
particular Guru? To some this “knowledge” is more
important than the message itself. This misplaced curiosity
has created a huge market for some half past six
“parcharaks” to manufacture story after story – some more
ridiculous than fiction – that “document’ the “history” of
particular Banees and Shabads. Voluminous texts exist that
capture such unverifiable “history”. By way of example,
Bhagat Kabir has a slok on page 1369. This slok has poetic
numerals in it - One, Two, Four and Six - to explain how
one vice (augan) is connected to the other. The salok reads:
Ek Maranty Do Muey, Do Murantey Chaar. Chaar
Marantey Chey Muey, Chaar Purakh Doe Naar. The
“history” of this salok is supposed to be one of Kabeer
witnessing a hunter killing a deer. The hunter kills one, is
simultaneously bitten by a snake, which itself is killed by
the dying hunter’s weapon falling on the reptile. The dying
doe happened to be pregnant, carrying three offspring – all
of whom die, making the number killed to six. Kabeer is
supposed to have seen this one-in-a-million chanced event
and composed his salok. The tale is as fictitious as the
dragon in the skies swallowing the sun every night. It is
half-baked because the dead snake’s state of “pregnancy”
was neither verified nor discounted!! More than that it
distracts from the real meaning of the Salok, cheapens it,
and renders it to the level of mythology. It also creates an
element of irrelevance. The thinking Sikh of today can say –
well that salok was meant for that particular hunter, that
particular scene – therefore it does not concern me. In such
“history” of Gurbani, some shabads were rendered under
particular trees, to certain people or groups of people, in
village x,y,z and so on. Such stories take up the bulk of
Gurbani Katha in some cases, allowing only cursory
mention regarding its actual message in the final few
minutes of the Katha. My inclination is that this “history”
being unverifiable is largely irrelevant. It is of no
consequence whether a shabad was recited in place A or B,
on in year X or Y or even by Nanak one or five. What
matters is the message, and that is both universal and
timeless. It is the spirituality – the ability of the Banee to
connect to the Guru and Creator – that is of primary
importance. That is not to say that the true history of
Gurbani is not secondarily important or has no place. It will
be, if presented factually after verifiable research. But even
then, it will never be of primary importance.
The third false impression thus creates a third but false
“first”. In an attempt to answer the question regarding when
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Japji was composed, the fable writers/presenters have it that
it was Guru Nanak’s first composition. He composed it after
he re-appeared from his three-day dive and disappearance
into the river Vayein. Taken on the surface, this “history”
adds credibility to Japji – another first. But this narrative falls
apart when the message/meaning of Japji is considered. Guru
Nanak performed four Udasis (foot voyages) meeting with
the Yogis in the northern mountains, communicating with the
Budhists in Sri Lanka, going to Hindu teeraths east and west
of India, and meeting with Muslim sages in Baghdad, Mecca
and Medina. Japji captures these experiences and provides
expositions about God and the journey to God by drawing
from these experiences and making comparisons. Guru
Nanak was fourteen when he dived into the Vayein River
and had not undertaken any of these udasis. My inclination
derived from an attempt to study Japji and Gurbani is that
Japji contains the full essence of Guru Nanak’s life. The only
way one can fully understand Japji is to first understand the
rest of Guru Nanak’s Banee. Japji is thus more likely to have
been written last as the final composition of Guru Nanak.

Gurbani daily, something or other in the rest of Gurbani
strikes the Sikh psyche as one more explanatory message for
Japji. Every day, the extraordinarily deep, rich, contextual
and philosophical verses of Japji unfold and unravel as a
result of reading and understanding the rest of Gurbani. A
Sikh who has understood the relatively simpler but longer
composition of some sections of Sukhmani, for instance,
will awaken suddenly to the marvel of having grasped the
meaning of the first pauree of Japji.

My impression is that Japji is the essence of the entire Guru
Granth Sahib. Its true meaning lies across the breath and
depth of 1430 pages. In fact pages 8 (where Jap ends) all the
way to page 1430 is an in-depth explanation of Japji. It is as
if, Guru Nanak wrote his entire Banee (2026 shabads in the
GGS), then summarized and condensed them all into Japji,
and came back in his remaining Jot (life) forms as the other
Guru Sahibs, to explain Japji in its complete form. Japji is the
diamond jewel that formed out of a great deal of Godly
concentration and spiritual contemplation within the mind of
Guru Nanak. Given the spirituality of Guru Nanak, Jap had to
happen within Him. It is thus His gift to the world of God
conscious humanity – to adorn, marvel and be amazed – and
get connected in the process. The connection happens. Just
like Jap happens. But the beginning of this happening is the
Sadhna of Jaap (the rest of GGS). For Jap to happen there
must be Jaap. The order of these two processes and their
functions cannot and should not be confused.

But the approach of this and coming articles is going to be
different. This article began with exposing the false
impressions relating to Japji. This would not have been
possible had I started explaining Anand Sahib or Sukhmani
for instance. Within this context, it had to be Japji. Further,
in the forthcoming articles, Japji will be explained, not so
much by interpreting the verses of Japji, but by relying
heavily on other Banees of the GGS – to provide the core
messages of the Japji paurees. To provide an analogy, it
would be very much like trying to explain the meaning of a
short and complicated title – not by relying on the words,
concepts and structure of the title itself, but expounding on
the essay that follows the title. Japji is the title of the GGS.
If nothing else, we would have created an awareness
regarding the relationship between Japji and the rest of
Gurbani.

It must be stated here that the order of the processes,
functions, and messages need not be the same as the order of
the recitation of Banees. Recitation does not have to follow
this order. Japji is the first Nitem Banee for daily recitation,
as decided by the wisdom of the Panth. This follows from the
ultimate wisdom of Guru Arjun who reversed the order in the
GGS. Jap – as the final destination, the objective of
spirituality, and the goal of dharam – is stated first in the
GGS. This is to enable the Gurbani reading Sikh to have this
objective within the background of his mental and spiritual
framework at ALL times while reading the rest of the GGS.
If one knows where one is going (destination) then the
journey can become more focused. Having memorized Japji
at a young age, the Banee remains etched in the psyche
forever –even if not understood fully. As the Sikh reads

Dr Sarjeet Singh Sidhu, Malaysia; sarjeetsidhu@gmail.com

This brings us to this article. Should we not then be
attempting to understand other Banees, or even the GGS
first. Why begin with attempting to explain Japji if, as
argued above, such understanding is in the final order to the
process? In some ways, it does appear that this article is the
result of having fallen prey to the false impressions
mentioned above. It is, after all, being written as a result of
requests to do so – which go like this: having written first on
the Gurmantar, and then the Mool Mantar, it makes sense
(in terms of the false impressions!) to move on to Japji.

*****
EK JYOT: A UNITY OF THOUGHT
Abstract
This paper is an attempt at identifying what is meant by
traditional Sikhism when alluding to the dogma that the Jyot
of Guru Nanak was transferred to each succeeding Guru,
and ultimately reposed in the AGGS.
Introduction
The majority of people have their faith (religion) determined
for them by an accident of birth; they are raised in the
religion of their parents. Without knowing or
comprehending anything about the faith, they are labeled as
Christian, Muslim or Sikhs, for example. Barring the few
exceptional circumstances of adult conversions (not all),
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each presumes, without any in-depth knowledge of other
faiths or even their own, that the faith of their birth is the one
special one. From birth itself individuals are indoctrinated in
the dogmas of the faith “chosen” for them. The religion may
start with tales of miracles, something children in particular
find attractive, related to the founder of the faith, but will
eventually progress to more serious matters related to what
may be called ‘articles of faith’. Sikhs, from childhood, are
taught that the Sikh Gurus, from Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind
Singh, are one “Jyot” (the common translation of the word is
“Light”), and that the Jyot is now, for all time, embodied in
the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) [1]. But what exactly
does this mean? One would have thought that the simplicity
of the statement ensured that there could be no ambiguity
about the concept it sought to propagate. And yet the idea in
that statement is viewed quite differently by different people.
Views of the Concept
Jot Roop Har Aap Guru Nanak Kahaiyo;
Tan Tey Angad Bhaiyo Tatt Seon Tatt Milaiyo
AGGS, Sorathas, Page 1408 [1]
This is translated by Manmohan Singh [18] as “God, the
Embodiment of Light, has caused Himself to be called Guru
Nanak. From him Angad Dev became the Guru, whom he,
forthwith, united with the Primal Lord.”
Literally, “God, the Embodiment of Light, has caused
Himself to be called Guru Nanak” would appear to suggest
that God ‘incarnated’ as Guru Nanak, something unthinkable
to Nanak and to Sikhs. But speaking in purely metaphysical
terms, the verse may well imply that God (as ‘Light’ / Jyot)
had so imbued Nanak with His Divine knowledge that the
plain Nanak became Guru Nanak. This would, to any
believer, make eminent sense.
‘From him Angad Dev became the Guru, whom he, forthwith,
united with the Primal Lord’: this part of the translation,
however, does pose a problem. It seems to say that Guru
Nanak, somehow, at a particular moment (forthwith) united
Angad with God, implying thereby that in an instant there
was some significant (and presumably physically visible or
noticeable) change in the persona of Angad upon being made
Guru. Could there really have been some truly dramatic
change? Is it possible? Is it probable?
The same verses have also been translated as "Light of the
Lord Himself was called Guru Nanak from whom emerged
Angad similar to him element by element" [17]. Whilst
Angad could not have ‘emerged’ from Nanak in a physical
sense, the ‘element by element’ similarity again suggests
some major transformation in Angad’s persona, upon being
anointed Guru.
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In movies when a ‘spirit’ of one individual is shown as
leaving the body to enter another person, it is shown as a
likeness of the original, in a mist-like form, actually leaving
the first body and entering into the new one. It would appear
that many Sikhs have faith in this transfer of the Jyot as
having a somewhat similar magical (Divinely initiated)
quality to it. Whilst no one will actually state that it
happened exactly in the Hollywood way, the implication is
near similar. “When the time came for Guru Nanak to leave
this world, Nanak passed on the Light to his disciple Angad
by bowing to him, and presenting him a coconut and five
pice and asking Baba Budha ji to anoint him with saffron on
his fore head. After this Guru Nanak became technically the
mortal Nanak. The immortal ‘Light of the Lord – Himself’
was now with Guru Angad. In the same manner, Guru
Angad Dev ji passed on this Light to the next Guru in a
similar ceremony until it reached 10th Nanak, Guru Gobind
Singh Ji…” [17]
Even scholars tend to express this idea of One Jyot in
similar mystic terms without actually clarifying as to what
exactly it means: “Nanak, the first Master…His spiritual
self, his very presence, passed into the body of the nine
Masters who were his successors.” [13].
Kohli [12] states ‘The spirit of the founder Guru worked
within all the successive Gurus. It is recorded in the Var of
Satta and Balwand in the Guru Granth that with each Guru,
Guru Nanak changed his body. The spirit of Guru Nanak
worked in each Guru, therefore each succeeding Guru was
Guru Nanak himself and as a proof bore the seal of
“Nanak”. Do we not find the name of “Nanak” in the verses
of the second, third, fourth, fifth and ninth Guru in the Guru
Granth? Balwand says, “Guru Nanak bestowed the mark of
Guruship on Lehna, who had the same light and the same
method; it was the primal Guru who had changed the
body.”’
‘The spirit of the founder Guru worked within all the
successive Gurus.’ If this is taken to mean that each
succeeding Guru’s general philosophical approach to the
Divine, and in matters temporal, was akin to / synchronous
with that of Guru Nanak, it makes sense in the choice of the
successor at each stage. But what exactly is meant by “it
was the primal Guru who had changed the body”? Again it
does seem to imply some physical process involving
change. This seems apparent from Kuldip Singh’s
statement: “…Nanak passed on the Light to his disciple
Angad… After this Guru Nanak became technically the
mortal Nanak. The immortal ‘Light of the Lord – Himself’
was now with Guru Angad.” [17] This “traditional” belief
appears to have been accepted early in Sikh thought; Bhai
Gurdas expresses this idea thus:
“Before he died [Guru Nanak] installed Lehna and
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set the Guru’s canopy over his head. Merging his
light in Guru Angad’s light the Sat Guru changed
his form. None could comprehend this, he revealed
a wonder of wonders, changing his body he made
Guru Angad’s body his own. (Var I, pauri 45) [4]
Once again it appears as if some magical / physical
transformation took place, such that “None could
comprehend this, he revealed a wonder of wonders, changing
his body he made Guru Angad’s body his own”. Given the
faith of a firm believer, and the era in which it was expressed,
the language used to transmit the idea is perhaps
understandable. It is quite possible that the Guru’s followers
did in fact believe that some ‘light’ had actually passed from
Guru Nanak to his successor. Without giving it any critical
thought, this nebulous concept appears to have been passed
down, using the same vague language, by preachers through
the years. Equally, the faithful laity appears to have absorbed
the concept, if at all aware of it, without critically applying its
mind to what it means. Modern scholars will be hard put to
defend a concept which implies that some sort of physical
transformation occurred at each anointment. Indeed Cole and
Sambhi, after quoting the above Var say “The name and
body were different but both Gurus were enlightened by the
same teaching and their message was one”. [4]
Discussion
No one today could, with reason, accept that a ‘Light’ (Jyot)
physically passed from one Guru to another at each
succession. The “One Jyot” surely refers to another concept.
It must be an expression, however poetical, of a more natural
and probable idea. A likely, and probable, explanation is that
the Gurus were of a similar mind and expressed the same
ideology / philosophy. Guru Nanak would have seen in
Lehna the similarity with himself in thought, work ethics,
faith in the Divine, and the spiritual attainment, to have
proclaimed him (Lehna/Angad) his successor. In each case it
would have been the similarity of thought and deed that
would have resulted in that individual being chosen. It is this
unity of thought that seemed like a transfer of the
(metaphorical) spirit (‘Light’) that must represent the concept
in the “One Jyot”.
Daljeet Singh [14] says “Like Guru Nanak, Guru Angad and
the subsequent Gurus selected and appointed their successors
by completely satisfying themselves about their mystic
fitness and capacity to discharge the responsibilities of the
mission”. This means that each successor Guru was chosen
on the basis of his “fitness and capacity” in the relevant area.
There was no mystical ‘Jyot’ that was passed down; there
was no sudden change in the appointee upon his confirmation
as Guru. After conferring the Guru-ship (‘Gurgaddi’) upon
Guru Angad, Guru Nanak was in no way (physically or
spiritually) diminished, nor was Guru Angad enhanced. In
the short interim when, after the transfer of Guru-ship to
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Lehna (Angad), both were alive, Guru Nanak would have
been as much a ‘spiritually elevated’ individual as he was
prior to the transfer of the Guru-ship. In view of this, the
statement that “Nanak passed on the Light to his disciple
Angad [and] after this Guru Nanak became technically the
mortal Nanak [whilst] the immortal ‘Light of the Lord –
Himself’ was now with Guru Angad” [17] does not sit easy.
To fit that into Daljeet Singh’s explanation will require
some other (metaphysical?) interpretation, perhaps
necessitating some verbal gymnastics.
It does, thus, appear that the ‘passing of the Jyot’ does not
imply any physical / mental change in the recipient, and that
it was nothing more than an announcement that the Guruship had passed to a new individual, much like the crowning
of a monarch upon the death or abdication of the wearer of
that crown. The ‘Jyot’ refers to the apparent unity in thought
of the Gurus and no more. It is as Daljeet Singh says:
“Guru Granth Sahib stresses that all the Gurus express a
single unified thesis, representing the same spirit. Guru
Gobind Singh has stated that they are all a unity, and
express the same spiritual ideology”. [15]
Succession
Accepting this concept, of the ‘One Jyot’ being a reference
to a unity of thought, as introduced above, is easier. The
successors were chosen in a slow, deliberate manner; there
was no magical moment in or about the process. Each
successor would have been a potential candidate, and would
have been closely watched and assessed by the Guru, before
being given the ‘seal’ of approval. In some cases there are
variations in the storylines regarding how and when exactly
an ‘incumbent’ Guru declared his successor; but by and
large they are plausible.
What about the selection of Guru Har Rai (the seventh
Guru)? When Guru Hargobind’s sons all, with the exception
of the youngest, Tegh Bahadur, predeceased him, he had no
hesitation in choosing the fourteen-year old Har Rai, the
younger son of his (Guru Hargobind’s) eldest son, Baba
Gurditta [5]. Guru Hargobind must have completely
satisfied himself about Har Rai’s “mystic fitness and
capacity to discharge the responsibilities of the mission” to
have chosen him as his successor.
Whilst this thesis of “…completely satisfying themselves
about their mystic fitness and capacity to discharge the
responsibilities of the mission” in relation to selection of a
successor does not necessarily have to fall apart entirely in
the selection of the five-year old Har Krishan as his
successor, it does become a little harder to explain, given
the sudden demise of Guru Rai. Guru Har Rai’s apparent,
and obvious, choice until then had appeared to be his older
son, Ram Rai. But a serious lapse in judgement by the
fourteen-year old at the court of Aurangzeb put paid to that.
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In relation to Guru Har Rai’s death K. S. Duggal says
“Though the records are silent about the end, it must have
come suddenly, probably owing to some fatal illness”. [9]
The death may have come about suddenly, but was there an
official appointment of Har Krishan to the Guru-ship by Guru
Har Rai? Duggal simply explains this with the statement:
“But just before his [Guru Har Rai’s] death he had his second
son Harkrishan ordained as the Guru”. [9] Duggal further
states “Guru Harkrishan was only five years old when he was
ordained Guru. It is surmised that Guru Har Rai’s end…must
have come suddenly so that he appointed his younger son to
succeed him and then passed away.” [10]
At this point a reasonable question can be raised: Had Guru
Har Rai enough time to have “completely satisfied” himself
about the mystic fitness and capacity of Harkrishan to
discharge the responsibilities of the mission and to thus have
selected and appointed him Guru?
Was the appointment of Guru Tegh Bahadur made by the
eight-year old Guru Har Krishan after the latter had
“completely satisfied” himself as to the “mystic fitness and
capacity” of Tegh Bahadur, bearing in mind that “The man
who became the Ninth Guru was one who had twice been
passed over in earlier years”? [6] Surely the fitness and
capacity of Tegh Bahadur must have been apparent to Guru
Hargobind and even to Guru Har Rai?
At this juncture a little backtracking may be in order to
ascertain the reasons for the passing over of Tegh Bahadur.
Was it because “Tegh Bahadur…a man who had fought
bravely at the skirmish of Kartarpur in 1638, but whose
withdrawn nature did not commend him as a candidate for
the position of Guru”? [5] This reason of the “withdrawn
nature” does not commend itself as satisfactory. Of the
chosen one, Har Rai, Puran Singh [16] says: “Har Rai had an
exceptional seclusive mind; he loved quiet and did not mix
very freely with people other than his disciples. He had
military discipline for himself in everything that affected his
conscience. As said elsewhere, he never plucked a flower or
a leaf in his life; his room was a temple of peace.” It would
appear that Har Rai had a more “withdrawn nature” when
compared with Tegh Bahadur. The reason offered by Cole
and Sambhi [5] is further weakened given that Tegh Bahadur
would ultimately become Guru and live his life harmoniously
and in tune with the ideology of the Founding Guru, Guru
Nanak.
The narrative offered by Duggal in relation to Har Rai’s
selection by Har Gobind as Guru further weakens Cole and
Sambhi’s speculated reason. Duggal says Hargobind “…kept
his grandson Har Rai always in his company”, that he
“evidently…was grooming him for succession”, and that “He
probably wished to bestow on his grandson what was due to
Bhai Gurditta, the Guru’s eldest son”. According to Duggal,
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Guru Hargobind’s wife actually pleads with him to consider
one of his own three (as then) surviving sons first. If this
narrative is true, it strongly suggests that Guru Har Gobind
has already decided to make one of Baba Gurditta’s sons his
(Har Gobind’s) successor even when his other sons were
alive. This is in contrast to Cole and Sambhi’s implied
suggestion that Har Rai was only chosen at a time when, of
his sons, only Tegh Bahadur was alive and he (Tegh
Bahadur) for reasons given above had to be by-passed.
Further, according to Duggal, whilst the elder two ‘…were
not considered fit, of Tegh Bahadur Guru Hargobind
observed: “He will become Guru and will have a son who
will fight the Turks in the cause of justice.”’ [8] Is this
narrative true or was it an afterthought on the part of
historians as an explanation to try and fit in the sequence of
selection in a more acceptable manner? Indeed Duggal’s
choice of words like ‘evidently’ and ‘probably’ in the
above-quoted passage appear to suggest that. Had the
method of selection of a successor changed? Duggal’s
statement that Guru Hargobind “…probably wished to
bestow on his grandson what was due to Bhai Gurditta, the
Guru’s eldest son” (my emphasis) suggests that the Guruship was now hereditary only, and where possible by
primogeniture.
Why was the five-year old Har Krishan chosen over the
mature Tegh Bahadur? Puran Singh [20] says: “The child
Har Krishan, the younger son of Har Rai had developed
those mystic signs by which the Master was always
recognized…Har Rai bowed down to this child as to Guru
Nanak, and left the earth.” Cole and Sambhi (6), on the
other hand, say: “Guru Har Rai’s reason for nominating a
five-year-old boy in preference to his uncle is less easy to
discern…” and then offer the reason that “Presumably to
choose a son was a way of averting the dynastic problems
which would arise from nominating some other relative, and
the establishment of guruship in the Sodhi family was so
firm by now that no choice which went outside it could be
contemplated”.
When Guru Har Krishan “pointed” to Tegh Bahadur as his
successor he did not name him or appoint him out-rightly.
He is alleged to have merely made the cryptic
pronouncement ‘Baba Bakale’. Duggal [11] says that Guru
Harkrishan “…was hardly eight years old when he left this
world in 1664. It is said that before he passed away he
indicated to his mother and all those present that his
successor was in Baba Bakala, thereby referring to Guru
Tegh Bahadur, who was settled there.” Why did Guru
Harkrishan not just name Tegh Bahadur? Why put the early
Sikh Community into moments of anxiety? Such a mode of
selection, if historically accurate, would hardly fit into the
criteria mentioned by Daljeet Singh [14].
Whether or not there was any change in the method of
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selection of a successor, one thing is clear: the chosen ones in
each case proved worthy of the selection and the final human
preceptor of the faith was to leave an indelible mark on the
fledgling community, one that would, in a short space of
time, propel it to the forefront of the Indian scene, and
forever be a part of the community’s identity.
Two other issues need explanation for the “Jyot” concept to
be completed: the acquisition of the ‘Jyot’ by Guru Nanak
himself and its final repository, the AGGS.
Nanak’s Enlightenment
Our information regarding this is mainly gleaned from the
janam sakhis (traditional biographies, literally birth evidences
or life evidences). “In every janam sakhi account he (Nanak)
was already described as a spiritual preceptor” [2] before any
particular event in his life. “The janam sakhis, however, also
describe an experience of enlightenment when he was thirty
which preceded Nanak’s emergence as a Guru.” [2] The
versions of the story relating to this enlightening moment
vary somewhat from narrator to narrator. Each, however,
refers to Guru Nanak’s daily routine of bathing in the river
and follows it up with the story about Nanak having ‘gone
missing’ for three days after a particular dip into the river:
“One morning Nanak failed to return from his
ablutions…After three days Nanak reappeared but remained
silent. It was the next day before he spoke and then he made
the enigmatic pronouncement: ‘There is neither Hindu nor
Mussulman so whose path shall I follow? I shall follow
God’s path. God is neither Hindu nor Mussulman and the
path which I follow is God’s.’ Explaining what had happened
to him he said that he was taken to the court of God and
escorted into his presence. There a cup was filled with amrit
(nectar) and was given to him with the command, ‘This is the
cup of the adoration of God’s name. Drink it. I am with you
and raise you up…This is your calling’”. [2] This would
appear to suggest that there was a moment in time from
which Nanak was to realize that he was a Guru with a
mission. Yet prior to this he had composed verses that would
ultimately be incorporated in the AGGS, the final repository
of the Jyot. There cannot, thus have been a ‘magical moment’
in which Guru Nanak acquired that Divine Jyot. Could the
story of the three day disappearance, and its association with
being charged with a mission all of a sudden, have come
about later?
Referring to the passage in the AGGS [M 1, p 150] starting
with Hau dhadhi vekaar kaare laya and ending with Nanak
sach salaah poora paya, Cole and Sambhi say that “This
could well be the origin of the janam sakhi narratives.” [3] It
is more likely that the passage quoted above was used later,
by the janam sakhi writers, to explain Guru Nanak’s mission
to the masses in the form of an easily understood story, one
that no true-believer found difficult to convert into historical
fact, when in fact Guru Nanak was merely explaining his
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mission in a poetic, metaphorical form. There would, thus,
be no sudden passing of the Jyot from the Divine to Nanak,
to anoint him Guru. Cole and Sambhi then go on to say that
the passage “…bears witness to a deeply transforming
experience, which resulted in a consciousness of being
chosen to undertake a mission or revealing the message of
God’s name to the world.” [3] This may well be taken to
mean that the realization of the mission dawned upon Guru
Nanak quite suddenly, and the sudden ‘enlightenment’
concept (sudden descent of the Jyot) appears to be retained.
Again the knotty problem in relation to Guru Nanak’s
earlier compositions (Gurbani) has to be smoothed out.
AGGS – The Final Repository of the ‘Jyot’
“One of the most fascinating aspects of Sikhism is the
process which began with a human Guru, continued during
a period of duality in which there were human Gurus and a
collection of sacred writings, and ended with the present
situation in which full authority is enjoyed by the scripture.”
[7]
Sikhs are in general agreement that the entire theology /
philosophy of Guru Nanak and his successors is
incorporated in the AGGS, which includes some selected
verses of others whose philosophy is in harmony with Guru
Nanak’s. This volume of the scripture was compiled by
Guru Arjan, and later the writings of the Ninth Guru, Guru
Tegh Bahadur, were incorporated into the volume by Guru
Gobind Singh, who, still later, declared it would be the final
Guru of the Sikhs after him; there would be no human Guru
after that. This in essence is the belief of Sikhs. The story of
the manner and mode of this ‘declaration’ is not relevant to
this paper.
In the ardas reference is made to the AGGS in the words
“dasan patshahian di Jyot Sri Guru Granth Sahib…” which
is translated as “The embodiment of the light of all ten
sovereign lordships, the Guru Granth Sahib…” [21] This
clearly states that Sikhs accept that the AGGS embodies the
Jyot (Light) of the Ten Gurus. The scriptural verses to
which this alludes were written at different times by
different Gurus (and others), were incorporated into a single
volume in two stages (by Guru Arjan and by Guru Gobind
Singh), and the ‘Jyot’ thus similarly embodied in the
scripture in stages, unless one tries to refer to Guru Gobind
Singh’s declaration of the Granth as Guru a moment when
the ‘Jyot’ was invested in the scripture. This cannot be right;
there are just too many pitfalls in such a suggestion. Even if
the Jyot was incorporated in the Granth Sahib in stages, and
eventually in the completed version as finalised by Guru
Gobind Singh, there was a time when the Jyot was present
in both the Granth and in the human Guru; this gives rise to
several questions that hardly need articulating.
This reference to the ‘jyot’ has to mean that the embodiment
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of the ‘light’ of the Ten Gurus in the AGGS refers to the
philosophical content / theology contained in it. “The Word,
enshrined in Guru Granth, was always revered by the Gurus
as well as by their disciples as of Divine origin. The Guru
was the revealer of the Word. One day the Word was to take
the place of the Guru.”[16] The implication here is clear that
it was the Word (thought / ideology) as revealed by the Gurus
that was common to all the Gurus, that this is the ‘Jyot’ that
seems to have been the common thread. As stated earlier,
“Guru Granth Sahib stresses that all the Gurus express a
single unified thesis, representing the same spirit. Guru
Gobind Singh has stated that they are all a unity, and express
the same spiritual ideology.” [15] It is thus the single unified
thesis of the Gurus, expressing the same spiritual ideology,
which must be considered as representing the same spirit /
Jyot / Light.
Conclusion
Whilst this writer has not found any overt reference to the
passing of the Jyot or Light from Guru Nanak down to the
AGGS as some kind of physical / sudden passing on of the
Light, the tenor of many believers appears to suggest some
such magical moment. It would appear that this concept, if
truly held, is untenable. But in that case it would have been
good if the writers had spelled that out unambiguously rather
than couch it in language that may well give the erroneous
impression of “magic”. The passing of the Jyot from one
Guru to the other can only mean the conferment of the Guruship to someone who had a belief in and expressed the same
spiritual ideology as his predecessor; that spiritual ideology is
the Shabad (Word) as incorporated in the AGGS; hence the
reference in the phrase Dasan Patshahian di Jyot Sri Guru
Granth Sahib. Ek Jyot ultimately refers to the Unity of
Thought.
Note: A quick random questioning of Sikh friends and
relatives regarding the “One Jyot” concept produced some
amazing results. Some had never heard of it; others had
heard it mentioned and just accepted it without applying their
minds to it. The latter group, when pressed for an opinion, as
to what it means, either simply said “His light was passed to
the next Guru” or admitted that they did not quite understand
it. They were then asked “When you heard of this how did the
preacher explain it?” The reply was “No explanation was
given”. And it did not occur to anyone to ask.
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*****
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE REPORT OF THE
SODHAK COMMITTEE
Gurtej Singh, Chandigarh
In some vocal quarters, great reliance is placed on the document being
examined here. It is regarded as proof of the authenticity of the
dasamgranth, and it is employed to determine Guru’s authorship of the
volume. The exercise it describes is presented as having been undertaken by
the Akal Takhat and is supposed to have resulted in the emergence of an
original volume of the book. It is therefore necessary to examine the
document with a view to determining the nature of the evidence it presents.
Unless it is thoroughly analysed, its final worth in support of the above
propositions cannot be fairly and accurately assessed. The aim of the present
exercise is simply to determine the evidentiary value of the actual work done
by the Sodhak Committee as presented in the booklet, Report: Sodhak
Committee.

Bhai Manna Singh’s Report: Sodhak Committee, The New
Anglo Gurmukhi Press, Amritsar, 1897, pp. 27 is a detailed
account ostensibly of the work of reconciliation of the text of
thirty-two volumes of the dasamgranth conducted in 1897
CE. It is alleged that the Akal Takhat sponsored the work1.
Inspiration for undertaking the exercise supposedly came
when it was noticed that one Bhai Hari Singh, a proof reader,
had not only left many discrepancies in the volume of the
dasamgranth printed by him, but had also inserted into it his
own compositions as the original text2. The Khalsa Diwan
Amritsar is reported to have become disturbed about the
matter and directed publisher and also (perhaps the author) of
the Report, Bhai Manna Singh, who was the secretary to a
Gurmat Parcharak Sabha of Amritsar3 to undertake the work
of reconciliation of varying texts.
Bhai Manna Singh is the key figure in the entire process
described in the Report. This also becomes apparent when we
notice that of the entire expenses from the beginning of the
exercise to its ending in publication of the final product,
came to some six hundred and three rupees and of this Manna
Singh alone contributed more than five hundred rupees. He
was the overall in-charge of the exercise, the collection of
volumes for reconciliation was done at his haveli, which was
near Darbar Sahib and he supervised the actual exercise. He
controlled all the finances and kept a meticulous account,
which he has appended to the present booklet. He organised
all the publicity required, he paid the remuneration to those
who worked and he eventually received custody of one of the
two reconciled master volumes and so on4. Since, he also
compiled and published the present Report, we must take his
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opinion to be an authentic record of the entire process and
on all matters concerning the comparison work and why the
exercise was at all undertaken. One is prompted to observe
that besides deeming it emotionally satisfying; he also
considered it to be a sound business proposition. According
to the Report itself, it is an interim document. Final decision
on the subject was still to be taken as is apparent from the
advertisement printed at the end of the present work.
It needs to be asserted about the finances that in spite of the
worldwide appeal made for funds5, the general public
contributed only fifty-three rupees for the purpose. The
opening ceremony and the concluding one were made into
spectacular events and much publicity for the events was
done, but it does not appear to have generated public
enthusiasm. The Akal Takhat did not contribute even a pice
towards the expenses so much so, even the cost of the
customary and ceremonial krah prasad was met from the
funds collected for the Committee work. It appears from the
description, that the work place was not actually the Akal
Takhat but the drawing room or the main hall (hoondi) of
the Malwai Bunga adjoining the Takhat Akal Bunga6. For
the first eight months, the work continued there and the
finishing touches were also given in the Malwai Bunga. The
formal closing ceremony was performed in the open space
in between the darshani deodhi and the Akal Takhat. On the
occasion of the formal inauguration, as well as the formal
completion of the work, Bhai Multana Singh who was the
custodian of the weapons kept at the Akal Takhat recited the
ardas. He also participated in comparing the text and
received some monetary compensation for his services7.
Bhai Arjan Singh Sarbrah of the Gurdwaras at Amritsar was
approached to make available some volumes for the
reconciliation work. He was also the President of the
Gurmat Granth Parchar Sabha. He talked to the pujaris
under him and they agreed to lend the volumes available
with them. The list of volumes used has been provided in
the Report. It appears that the copies were collected at
random and all of them had originated from Amritsar and its
vicinity. It is clear from the Report that no original volume
of the dasamgranth existed at the time of undertaking the
reconciliation work. This also became another rationale for
the exercise.
One copy contributed by an unspecified source was well
decorated with a painting each of the Sixth and the Tenth
Masters. It also contained a hukamnamah bound into the
volume and it contained some pages in hand writing
`perhaps that of the Tenth Guru’8. Almost all the formulae
ever utilised to pass off the book as written by the Guru
himself, were relied upon in this particular volume. Internal
evidence ascribed its writing to two copyists, Darbari Singh
(the elder) and Darbari Singh (the younger). It was
presumed, without any evidence, that the scribes belonged
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to the Guru’s court. Likewise the volume was as readily
“assumed,” without any rationale, to have been corrected by
the Guru himself. This volume contained as many old pages
as replaced new ones spread all over the entire volume. It had
no Chandi-di-vaar. The pauri with which the daily ardas
begins, had been inserted in one of the replaced or new
pages. Interpolation of the ardas stanza into the compositions
of the dasamgranth, appears to begin here with this volume.
It also varied materially from the version finally adopted as
accurate. Nevertheless, it was `taken to be’ the `presiding’ or
primary volume. It was this kind of cavalier approach that the
forgers and dasamgranth pushers had placed their reliance
on. Manna Singh does not suggest even in whisper, that
while examining the volume, a reference was made to any
known standards of objectivity. Strangely, it is also not
explained why this particular volume was not adopted in toto
since it was presumed to have been corrected by the Guru
himself. This is how easy it had been for the unscrupulous
forgers to vend their wares to the unsuspecting Sirdars of the
age. Apparently besides an inkpot and paper, a person
required only unusual handwriting to establish a document as
written by the Guru. To challenge or to critically examine a
document was considered as tantamount to casting aspersions
on the Guru and was avoided like the plague. When Livy said
`gods made the cows speak,’ challenging the proposition was
deemed equal to doubting the ability of gods to make cows
speak. Livy’s lie remained un-nailed.
Bhai Manna Singh appears to have been a learned man in the
traditional sense then in vogue. It is clear that he had
conversed with the most well known scholars of his time. He
(aided by Sardul Singh?) has carefully given the history of
the dasamgranth in the booklet. It can be safely assumed that
what is written in the Report was all that was available by
way of history of the dasamgranth at the time of writing the
Report. It was believed that the Tenth King had composed all
the contents of the book. However, because of later wars and
tumultuous times, the original volume was destroyed9.
Incredible as it may seem, such an assumption about a book
not in existence, is used to establish both the authenticity and
identity of the original volume as well as the Guru’s
authorship of it. Incidentally, this theory also suited the
commercial venture that Manna Singh was undertaking now.
Authorship of the Guru was assumed to be an established fact
without an inkling of what the original volume contained. All
that remained was to present the arguments in such a manner
that a not too critical mind may accept them as tenable. This
method was extensively used. Several anonymous
compositions were assigned to the Guru just because they
were anonymous. Clear mention of poet Shyam (meaning
‘dark’) as author in the Chaubisavtar book, also posed no
problem. The fact that the Krishanavtar mentions him as the
author at numerous places in the text, was uncritically
ignored. Manna Singh gets over the obvious difficulty by
making another assumption. He takes it to be the legitimate
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poetic name of the Tenth Guru, who according to one
version date of his birth, was born in the second (dark)
phase of the satbhikha planet10. This explanation presented a
difficulty when the date of Guru’s birth came to be
determined as corresponding to the light half month of poh.
The challenge was met and new explanation, equally
ingenious, was provided some sixty years later. The name of
one Ram appearing as the author in the notorious
charitropakhyan part was equally ingeniously glossed over
by holding that it was a new development and that in the
earlier text, the name Shyam had been mentioned. Why it
was not considered prudent to correct the mistake by
reverting to the original name is not known. Another reason
was provided by way of abundant precaution. It was that,
since some of the compositions of this part were on the
same metre as those of the hanumannatak, of which the
Guru is supposed to have been particularly fond, so the
Guru probably had the right to use Ram as his pseudonym11.
Still stranger reasons for considering the entire dasamgranth
to have been composed by the Tenth Guru were adduced. It
is stated for instance, that neither in the beginning nor at the
end of the volume it is written that it has been composed by
someone else. It was reasoned that since the opening Jaap
was written by the Guru in his own hand (both assumptions
are of doubtful authenticity), and since the rest is in the hand
of the scribe, had the rest been written by other poets, that
too could have been indicated12. Since there is no such
indication, the entire volume must be ascribed to the Guru.
With this sort of logic, a miracle of attributing anything to
anybody could have been performed and was performed.
Some may be reminded of the court scene in Alice in
Wonderland. A knave was accused of having written a
seditious letter (that was no seditious letter but a scrap of
paper floating around in the courtroom) in someone else’s
handwriting. Knave’s complicity as well as the seditious
nature of the fragmented scrap was calmly assumed.
Manna Singh also reports that compositions titled
`Sukhmana, Mal Kaus di var’ and several extra verses were
found in some recensions13. It appears that the legend of the
dasamgranth was still growing by leaps and bounds. The
custom of composing poetry in the name of the Guru had by
no means come to an end even in 1897 that is, two centuries
after his demise. Bhai Hari Singh’s contribution to augment
the Guru’s writings has already been noticed. It is hard to
believe that these facts had no message for Manna Singh
and others. One helpful fallout of the effort put in by the
Gurmat Granth Parchar Sabha was that the process of ever
attributing increasing number of compositions to the Guru
was mercifully arrested. That was perhaps the only benefit
that the generations coming after Manna Singh derived from
the work done by him and the Committee.
The list of volumes used in the reconciliation exercise has
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been carefully provided. It is obvious that all the volumes
were collected at random and from the vicinity of Amritsar.
No attempt was made to distinguish what kind of copies
could have been useful for the purpose. Similarly, it was also
arbitrarily decided that a certain copy should be declared as
the one corrected by the Guru himself. No procedure of any
kind was followed to determine that it was indeed so. That
some of its pages looked very old was considered reason
enough to make the far-reaching decision. This was a
supposition, which nobody really believed in or else all
reconciliation work would have come to an end with that
discovery.
Actual functioning and the qualifications of the people
chosen for the reconciliation work left much to be desired
and gives a poor impression of the whole exercise. Among
those who participated, in the reconciliation work eleven did
not accept any remuneration. They included Bhai Manna
Singh and Narain Singh who, it is noted, `seldom attended’
the work sessions. Two more missed half the sittings14. Of
the rest, it is recorded that Surat Singh worked only for three
months and Bhagwan Singh Sindhi died before completion.
There is no mention of replacements having been provided
for these persons. A comic touch is provided by the
observation about a brave Nihang, Darbara Singh, who, it is
mentioned, continued to work to the end for the `love’ of the
Guru15 although he could not read very well. Such remarks
serve to highlight the non-serious nature of the proceedings
sponsored by Manna Singh.
Manna Singh does not clearly state the methodology of
reconciliation work done by his Sabha beyond indicating that
one person read his copy and the rest corrected the ones
before them. The mode of nominating the reader is not
indicated. Whether the reader changed from one session to
another is not mentioned but the presumption to that effect
would not militate against the wording of the Report. That a
single specified person always read aloud or that a particular
volume was always used for reading is also not stated. Of the
actual work done, we hear very little in the booklet. It does
not give any clue as to how the `original’ was calculated to
emerge by following this procedure. Of the thirteen people
who assembled in the Malvai Bunga to consolidate the work
done in the first phase, four attended daily and the other nine
`once in a while.’ Nothing in particular was accomplished
and therefore there are no highlights of the booklet. This is
one area in which he is particularly inarticulate. It leaves an
uncanny impression that his objective was different from
what it was projected to be or that his understanding of the
work undertaken by his organisation was woefully
inadequate. A question, whether it was prompted by the
political masters of the day, could be legitimately asked.
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at random. None of them was of known antiquity,
authenticity or was of any definable significance. The main
`presiding’ copy was chosen at face value without any
rational enquiry into its nature. It is clearly stated that its
contents did not coincide with those of any other available
copy. No one amongst those chosen to execute the actual
work was known for learning or was even ordinarily
engaged in some sort of academic work. None of them was
qualified for the undertaking or had any idea of the
methodology suitable to serious reconciliation of differing
texts. They did not follow any specified technique. None
among them was known for expertise in making sense of
manuscripts16. They most certainly worked at will and
followed no scientific procedure. More than anything else,
the comparison work was an exercise in publicity. The
fanfare that attended the opening and the closing ceremonies
and the publicity given by conscious advertisements suggest
the same. The exercise was not either sanctioned or initiated
nor was it supported by the Akal Takhat. The Sikh people in
general did not contribute towards the expenditure, most of
which was incurred by Manna Singh. Great amount of
publicity was done before and after the event but it failed to
evoke any response from the Sikh masses. The real failure
lies in the tardy manner in which the actual work was
accomplished. It cannot be said with any degree of certainty
that any reconciliation of the text actually took place. In
short, it can be stated that it was as much of an exercise in
futility if there ever was one. It failed to establish the
authenticity of the text and also failed to establish that the
Guru was its author.
It appears that Manna Singh was merely trying to create
some kind of evidence to suggest that something had been
done. Actual reconciliation of the text does not appear to
have been his concern. He arranged for the closing
ceremony to be photographed and later copies of that picture
were also put up for sale. To him photographs were enough
of a proof. He also printed for sale the volume of the
dasamgranth that emerged from the exercise. The Report he
presumably presented is also published and is priced. The
question to be answered is, whether in the last resort, Manna
Singh came to have only commercial interest in the entire
exercise. The possibility is difficult to rule out.
Notes:

1. See Kirpal Singh’s letter quoted by Gurbaksh Singh Kala Afghana, in
Bipran Ki Reet Ton Sach Da Marg
(Part 10), Sri Akal Sahai Society (Regd.), Amritsar, May 1999, pp.136137. The Report is so vague that
Kirpal Singh was led to believe that the work took two years to complete.
Actually it was done in eight plus
three months at a very leisurely pace. He is again misled into projecting it
as report of `a committee of the
Akal Takhat’. Elsewhere, Kirpal Singh takes it to have been compiled by
Sardul Singh. Manna Singh
appears to have done that. Sardul Singh’s name appears as one who
Summing up does not present an edifying picture. All thirtyperhaps only issued the advertisement
two copies of the dasamgranth for comparison were chosen
appearing at the end.
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2. Singh, Bhai Manna, Report: Sodhak Committee, New Anglo Gurmukhi
Press, Amritsar, 1897, page 10.
3. It appears to have been contrived especially for the purpose. The entire
initiative seems to have been that of
Manna Singh.
4. Even a cursory reading of the Report confirms the central role played by
Bhai Manna Singh Hakim in the
entire proceedings.
5. See Report op. cit. p10.
6. See Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha, Mahankosh, p. 280 for the word hoot, from
which the word hoondi appears to
have been derived. Hoot means an invited person. Aristocrats of the times
had built rest houses (bungas)
around the Darbar at Amritsar. They served to house them on their visit to
the holy place and served to
accommodate pilgrims from their states at all other times. Malwai Bunga,
was a four story building near the
present Akal Takhat. It was jointly constructed by the Rajas and nobles of
Malwa in 1775 CE. (See, Giani
Gian Singh, Tawarikh Sri Amritsar, page 53, published by the Kendri Singh
Sabha, Committee, Amritsar in
1977.) It appears to have covered the entire extent of land from the present
parking place near the Clock
Tower Chawk to the vicinity of the Akal Takhat. A reference to it can be
found in the Punjab Government
Notification dated 10-10-1969, and another notification dated 17- 11- 1975.
By the first notification, the
Amritsar Improvement Trust paid rupees 5,06,346 to the State Officer PWD
(B&R) Patiala, in lieu of the
4.10 acres of land belonging to the Malwai Bunga. By the second
notification, the Punjab Government
handed over the land to the Shiromano Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee.
We know that in the two decades
preceding this undertaking of the Sodhak Committee, the British colonial
power had introduced the
dasamgranth in the Punjab which to begin with had no copy of it. Writing in
1899, Giani Gian Singh has
observed that the Bunga had ceased to serve the original purpose. Managers
of the Bunga had sold and
mortgaged parts of the Bunga in order to provide money for their personal
enjoyment. It is possible that
they allowed the use of the Bunga to the Sodhak Committee for a
consideration. Later Karam Singh, also
mentions the Malwai Bunga in his Amritsar di tawarikh, published by the
Dharam Parchar Committee of
the SGPC in 1998. The Bunga was demolished in 1946. (See, Kirpal Singh,
Sri Harmandar Sahib da
Sunehri Itihas, Dharam Parchar Committee, Amritsar, 1991, 460)
7. Report, op. cit., p.16D.
8. Ibid., p. 11.
9. Ibid. p. 9.
10. Ibid., p. 6. Name of Shyam as author occurs in verses: 1116, 1119, 1147,
1159, 1177, 1180, 1222, 1233,
1298, 1300, 1412, 1416, 1430, 1449, 1455, 1481, 1530, 1560, 1562, 1583,
1707, 1751, 1776, 1853, 1872
and several times in Charitropakhyan.
11. Ibid. p. 7.
12. Ibid. pp. 6&7.
13. Ibid. pp. 6 (paragraph 12) &7 (paragraphs numbered 15).
14. Ibid. p.9 and p.6.
15. Ibid. p. 16B.
16. Ibid. p. 16 A, B, C&D.
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GURDWARA AND THE SIKH YOUTH IN
NORTH AMERICA
Gurdev Singh Sangha, 62 Summit Avenue, Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada, N2M 4W6

There is a general observation that the attendance of our
youth in the Gurdwaras is very nominal. I have been
observing this for many years and have heard from almost
every well- wisher of the Sikh community that the future of
the faith in the west is bleak. I went to India; the situation
there is equally bad if not worse. We can blame the social
environment and peer pressure in the west which question
the utility & need of the five K’s during the modern days.
Our youth are not conversant enough to answer these
questions; hence they give up the wearing of the articles and
following other rituals of their faith. But to whom can we
blame for the Punjabi youth not caring to respect the Sikh
way of life in their own homeland?
The author, when he visited India, was surprised and felt
hurt to find many Sikh youth without turbans in the villages,
schools and colleges. To have a look at the turbaned youth
he visited an old famous Khalsa School where all students
tied turbans as a matter of routine. I got the shock of my life
to see the shaved students even there. The question that
severely bothered me was, “How come a Sikh student in the
Sikh-managed school dared to be there without a turban?”
Discussion with a local friend revealed that there was no
dharmak teacher (Giani) who used to teach Gurbani and
Sikh heritage of the Panth in our school. During our times,
we listened to the Sikh history, the lives of the Gurus, and
the valour of the Sikhs when they sacrificed their lives but
not their faith. Listening to the Giani ji filled us with pride
of being Sikh and we felt great to wearing turbans on our
heads. In the morning assembly it was considered an honour
to be one of the three students to lead the chorus by reciting
some new Shabads. Many of us did feel, of course, some
difficulty in saying Ardaas after the recitation of Shabad.
The student who said the prayer was described as a good
boy both among the students and the teachers. We felt
honoured to go to the gurdwara whenever there was a
special gathering. We felt that we must have a qualified
devoted Giani teacher in each school if we want to bring
back the love of faith inculcated in the minds of the current
student generation.
I wondered if it is financial poverty or the poverty for the
love of the faith that there is rarely a fulltime Giani in the
Khalsa School to teach the glory of the heritage. The
teaching of moral and social motivation to enjoy being a
Sikh is totally absent in our homes, even in the Sikh
institutions, schools, colleges and
Gurdwaras. I felt
disappointed by the failure of my generation to perform
their duty towards youth.
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Later, I met some wellwishers of the Panth to discuss this
unfortunate situation with them. My informal exchange of
views regarding this situation with them made me intensely
sad. I was told that our leaders and the Gurdwara
managements are to be blamed for this. Many leaders of the
panth can be observed drinking publicly without any feeling
of guilt. The leaders accused the voting system for electing
the Gurdwara management whether at the village level or at
the national level, S.G.P.C. Amritsar and Delhi Sikh
Gurdwara Committee. The situation in the gurdwaras in the
west has followed the same trend, where the Sikhs stand
divided because of many social, political , religious issues.
Followers of one sant maryada try to build their group to
defeat the followers of the Panthic maryada. Gurdwara
clashes and many election cases are always in the courts in
the west. They waste the Panthic resources and at the same
time disgust the youth making the Gurdwara system
repulsive to them.
When I questioned some Sikhs, who are actively associated
with Sikh affairs, over a cup of tea, they responded, “You
have come after a long time and we should tell you that the
Panth’s enemies have made drinking popular in villages.
Candidates for the assembly elections have to distribute
bottles and drugs during assembly elections, even elections in
our villages for Panches and Surpanches now need lots of
funds. Voters demand bags of bottles before they promise to
vote for you, earlier they only hoped to be entertained by
their candidate after the election. Thus, they too endorsed the
shift of the blame to the voters. My other friend, a former
member of the S.G.P.C. Amritsar, narrated an embarrassing
welcome to all the elected members by the Guru Gobind
Singh Study Circle Ludhiana. His statement briefly was:
“All the elected members of the committee were invited to
Ludhiana. They honoured each member by presenting
him/her with a memento. We were congratulated by them for
being elected as the elite Sikhs of the faith.
“A former V.C. of the Punjab Agricultural University,
Ludhiana told us that he showed his inability to serve drinks
to the state guest, the President of Uganda, on his visit to the
University. He wrote to the Government that theirs is an
institution of learning where drinking is prohibited. Serving
drinks officially will set a bad example. Morally, they will
not be able to teach the students that drinking is a vice. The
visiting diginitary was pleased to have his lunch without
alcohol. The V.C. then narrated the conditions in Punjab. He
said that we Sikhs are blamed for distributing alcohol for
Gurdwara elections. This really is a shame for all of us. He
suggested, rather he desired, a promise from us that we as
members will not drink or serve alcohol to any person,
however, important he may be. Unless we members of the
committee shun alcohol, we cannot save the Punjabi youth
from addictions to drugs and alcohol. He used some chosen
words which pricked our conscious and we regretted having
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committed the sinful act as members of the Sikh respectable
body. Some of the members did confess their guilt and
promised not to do it again.” I listened to my friend’s
touching statement and was thinking of my response to it,
the first one continued, “The Gianis and the Parcharaks
should educate the voters not to make such demands from
the candidates.” This was more than I could bear. I thanked
them for their visit to my home before they left.
Dear youth, I leave it to you to assign blame to any section
of the Panth for this unfortunate situation which has
developed in the Sikh community all over the world. Dear
students please listen! You have to live with the image of
the community that you build for yourselves. The members
of the faith, who wish you to enjoy the glory of the Panth,
appeal to you not to follow the bad example but learn good
lessons from your life as students. Those who do poorly in
their studies will beg for a job in the factories while those
who achieve academic honour will end up as professionals
in medicine, engineering, law, etc. Similarly, as a Sikh
youth if you live a disciplined life and love your faith, you
will enjoy peace and bring honor to your community. Dear
friends, the choice is yours.

*****
UNITED SIKHS
Press Release, 2nd Nov, 2007, 19th Kattak (Samvat 539 Nanakshahi )
SWAN Reaches Malawi

Blantyre, Malawi, SE Africa - Imagine sipping on green
tea and checking your last unread e-mail before heading to
bed at 2a.m. - and it is from one Davie Kasinja, a young
African man in Malawi asking for help to pay his exam fees.
Our Director, who received this email, was not too tired to
be skeptical nor did she have the will to delete the email.
But could this be a prank? Who would write to UNITED
SIKHS from Malawi? She wrote her last e-mail reply for the
night simply saying: “You haven’t given us enough
information, please let us know how you qualify for help.”
Next morning, Davie Kasinja’s email reply had a list of his
credentials, certificates, and the story of how his father’s
passing had left him in a state of despair. Davie said that he
was at the brink of not being able to sit for the exams in
December to complete his Accounting Technician Diploma
ACCA. He couldn’t come up with the $612 needed to pay
his tuition fees and register by the Sept 30th deadline.
At this point, UNITED SIKHS was faced with two issues.
First off, there was no ongoing project under which Kasinja
could be helped. There was a project named Sikh With A
Need (SWAN), which hitherto was aimed to provide
emergency funds and logistics to Sikhs in crisis. Davie
Kasinja was a Christian. Secondly, like with any other
claim, this one had to be investigated, and how do we
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investigate a claim in far-away Malawi, before the deadline
date.
We decided that the first one was not so much an issue, since
Sikhs have always been a giving community. It would be as
good a time as any to broaden the project to call it ‘Someone
With a Need’ (SWAN). As for the investigative work,
UNITED SIKHS dug into its international network and
contacted a supporter in the UK, Harjit Singh Dhanoa, who
had himself migrated from Malawi 30 years ago. An email
that same day to Harjit Singh received a promptly reply
overnight: “I have asked my friend in Blantyre, Dr Mac, (a
medical doctor, Dr. Mahomed Abdul Rehman Mukadam) to
meet with Davie to verify his claim. Within 48 hours, Dr.
Mac met Davie, checked his documents and his college and
was able to confirm to UNITED SIKHS that Davie was
indeed in need, the college was credible and that he would be
a worthy candidate for our SWAN program. Davie is one of
five children of a family who are living on the meager
earnings of their mother. He had no means of finding local
support in a country that faced its worst food shortage last
year, with more than 4 million people, 34% of the population,
without adequate food supplies. “My mission has always
been focused on schooling mainly to fly high on the
academic horizon so that I can support myself and the entire
family”, Davie said in support of his appeal. This flight was
about to be grounded with the death of his father.
His mother runs a
business of selling
pancakes in his local
village to support
herself and her two
daughters who stay
with her. Her income
is equivalent to $2 a
day, and is barely
enough to sustain
Davie Kasinja with the Malawi Sikh sangat
at the Gurdwara

them. Davie’s dream is to become a Chartered Accountant.
The thought of this dream being shattered is what persuaded
him to try and find someone to help him.
It was agreed that UNITED
SIKHS would pay $612.00
towards Davie’s fees via our
representative, Dr. Mac,
directly to the college. Mr.
Harjit
Singh
Dhanoa
volunteered to donate the
money necessary for the
tuition. And it was decided
that the presentation of the
check would be made, on
behalf of UNITED SIKHS, at
the local Gurdwara,
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Malawi Sikh Association president, Tarlochan Singh,
with Davie Kasinja and the college principal

(Sikh place of worship) in Malawi, by the President of the
Sikh Association, Tarlochan Singh, and Dr. Mac.
Davie Kasinja and 3 representatives from the Malawi
College of Accountancy, led by Mr. Machila, arrived at the
Gurudwara at 1 pm and were served langar (a community
meal). Davie informed the Sangat (Sikh congregation) how,
in his desperation, he was scouring the internet and came
across UNITED SIKHS and the SWAN Project. He
expressed his gratitude to the Sikh community in Malawi
and UNITED SIKHS for helping him to pursue his career.

Dr Mac handing the cheque to the college principal with
Davie Kasinja looking on
Dr. Mac explained how Mr. Harjit Singh Dhanoa involved
him in the project: “The Sikh community, even though
small in numbers worldwide, is doing a sterling job of
charitable work all over the world”. He cited a popular
Langar on the Nairobi/Mombasa highway, where anyone,
regardless of caste, color, religion or creed, can stop to have
a meal, water, or simply to freshen up.
“Davie was a suitable beneficiary for the SWAN project,
which according to the Sikh principle of Sarbat da Bhala
(service for the benefit of all), is now open to non-Sikhs,
after we renamed the project – Someone With a Need
(SWAN),”said Gurmeet Kaur, a UNITED SIKHS director
who initiated the SWAN project two years ago, when she
organized an appeal for another beneficiary, Partap Singh of
Peru.
Read
about
it
at
http://unitedsikhs.org/PressReleases/COMVCE-09-122005-02.htm
“UNITED SIKHS is only able to run the SWAN projects if
there are ready donors and we are able to verify the
applicant’s claims to establish if he/she is in urgent need and
have tried all other means and failed,” Gurmeet Kaur added.
Davie wrote to UNITED SIKHS, “Words are failing me to
put into writing how much I am thankful for your support to
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finish my schooling. It was nice to be amongst Sikhs during
the cheque presentation ceremony at the Gurdwara. They are
a wonderful people, so caring and lovely”. He recently
contacted UNITED SIKHS to inform us that he is busy
studying for the exams that he will be sitting for in
December, thanks to our help. He wrote that he is forever
grateful for our support and will continue to stay in touch.
You may read a press release on a previous SWAN project at
http://unitedsikhs.org/PressReleases/COMVCE-28-10-200600.htm.
Issued by Rivya Kaur SWAN Project Coordinator UNITED SIKHS
swan@unitedsikhs.org

Our Mission
To transform underprivileged and minority communities and individuals into
informed and vibrant members of society through civic, educational and
personal development programs, by fostering active participation in social
and economic activity.
UNITED SIKHS is also an avenue for networking between like-minded
organisations to establish and nurture meaningful projects and dialogues whether social, cultural or political- to promote harmony, understanding and
reciprocity`in our villages, towns and cities.
UNITED SIKHS is a coalition of organisations and individuals, who share a
common vision based on the belief that there is no greater endeavour than to
serve, empower and uplift fellow beings. The core of our philosophy is an
unwavering commitment to civic service and social progress on behalf of the
common good.
Accordingly, UNITED SIKHS has sought to fulfil its mission not only by
informing, educating and uplifting fellow beings but also by participating in
cross-cultural and political exchanges to ensure that the promises and
benefits of democracy are realized by all.
We at UNITED SIKHS believe that the development of enlightened and
progressive societies can be made possible by socially conscious groups of
people who make a commitment to develop and direct human potential. Our
work, efforts and achievements stand as a testament to our faith in this
vision.

*****
WHY I LEFT THE SIKH TIMES
Harjinder Singh
the man in blue harjindersinghkhalsa@yahoo.co.uk

I have been asked by a number of people why I left the Sikh
Times, I hope the underneath answers that question. Gurjeet
Kaur and Jaspal Singh are not bad people, but I do disagreee
with them. Sorry for only now posting the column that was
due on Sunday 25/11, but I have been mad busy the last
couple of weeks,
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The problem that faces any publisher of Sikh books,
magazines or newspapers is that not enough Sikhs read.
Many of us do not even read the Guru Granth Sahib!
The Sikh Times publishers need to make a living, but
selling Panjabi culture while calling it Sikhí is not the
honest work that is part of Guru’s instruction to us. I feel
that the publishers should have included more Sikhí in the
mix of Panjabi culture and Panjabi news.
It is not so much the nonsense about Bollywood stars that I
have a problem with. If that sells an otherwise good
newspaper so be it. Articles about Sikh businessmen who do
not look like Sikhs and do not show much signs of behaving
like Sikhs would be more honest if these businessmen were
described as being ‘of Sikh background’. I have never been
able to understand the articles on Sikhí by the ‘Sikh
University’ person and do not care for sensationalised
articles about murders, regardless whether the victims are of
Sikh, South Asian or of any other background.
The Sikh Times really is what it looks like: a tabloid
newspaper, not a dirty filthy rag like the Sun or the Star, but
it is a tabloid and not at all a quality newspaper. The straw
that broke the camel’s back was the Sikh Times’ love for
sant baba Mohinder Singh, who claims to be the spiritual
leader of the Sikhs in the UK, and sant baba ‘Nahar Singh Ji
Sunheranwale’ of the Soho Hill Babe Ke Gurdwara and
other similar places in which this sant baba can be
worshipped. Just go to www.babeke.org and see who is
number one there.
Everyone has to make their own choices in life. If the Sikh
Times wants to report on events in Panjab involving ‘His
Holiness Sant Baba Nahar Singh’, which have no relevance
for Sikhs in the UK, it is its choice. I will just stick with
Guru Gobind Singh’s Guru Granth / Guru Panth. I think that
all Sikhs should stick to that, but it seems that I am in a
small minority.
[Harjinder Singh Sikh Activist Columnist Co-Chair National Council for
Faiths in FE Faith & Cultural Diversity Consultant Heston, Middlesex,UK]

*****
PORTRAIT OF JARNAIL SINGH
BHINDERANWALE
Press Note: (Issued at Chandigarh on December 3, 2007)

Last week, when I was in the Hounslow Singh Sabha
Gurdwara with the local Fair Trade group, a member of the
sangat asked me why I left the Sikh Times, and whether I
was pushed or left voluntarily. I was not pushed, or at least
not in the sense that either Gurjeet Kaur or Jaspal Singh
asked me to leave. I was pushed in the sense that over the
period that I wrote my columns it became clear to me that the
Sikh Times is really more a Panjab Times.

Guru Nanak’s epic battle to free the mind of all humans
began some five and a half centuries earlier. It was intended
to be an eternal campaign for justice, peace, human dignity
and freedom of worship to all. It will continue until the last
depraved human being seeking to control others and to use
them for his own purpose admits defeat, changes course and
accepts Akalpurakh’s Will to see everyone free and
contented. This is the only holy war and must be fought
with the vehemence and intesity of a soldier at the battle
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front. Non-violent means are to be preferred as seven of the
ten Gurus fought non-violently. But he who shirks an armed
confrontation does unpardonable violence to the most
profound concept ever evolved in human history. Such a
person betrays Akalpurakh’s trust, the (tradition) birud of the
Ten Gurus, and forfeits the purpose of life.

have the honesty to assess, they will find that all their
leaders of the present and the past are ‘great’ only in their
own parlance. All of them put together do not measure up to
the Sant Baba’s knee, who was a moral collosus. If any
semblence of grace is still left in them, they should
withdraw their protest.

Sant Baba Jarnail Singh Bhinderanwale was a soldier of the
Guru and fought the most humane war with the forces of evil
trying to enslave the Sikh mind in particular. He fought it
with courage and patience. He was not averse using violent
means but never used them. To this day he has not been
accused of any violent activity. The forces of evil led by the
Indian National Congress under Indira Gandhi, were at that
time controlling the State, the Press and other instruments of
power. By tactics that would put the most depraved
humanbeing to shame, but perfectly in keeping with the
tradition of M. K. Gandhi and J. L. Nehru, the Congress
villified and demonised not only the Sant, but the entire Sikh
people (for which they sought half-hearted pardon in the
country’s parliament decades later). In the most cowardly and
inhuman manner, they attacked the Darbar (the only
monument sacred to entire humankind), destroyed the Akal
Takhat (the symbol of human freedom), the Sikh Reference
Library (that preserved documents sacred to the memory of
the Gurus, who came for everyone) and killed the almost
unarmed Sant Baba Jarnail Singh Bhinderanwale who was
the only general fighting for the cause of righteousness. This
was done by illegally and unjustly misusing the armed forces
of the country.

The Sikh people must consider whether the portraits and
statues of Nehru and Gandhi that dot the sacred land of five
rivers are in place amongst a people they devastated. These
symbolise destruction of the Sikh Homeland and the Sikh
faith. The Sikhs must ask for the removal of the hideous
faces, busts and statues erected in the Punjab to emphasise
Punjab’s status of a colony of the cow belt.

The Congress leaders, their agents and hangerson must know
that the Sant Baba is a martyr whose memory is sacred to all
who fight for justice and freedom. All those who express
regard for him in any manner, only do honour to themselves.
Though much delayed and carried out for the purpose of
showing its proper place to the BJP, installation of the
portrait in the Darbar complex which the Sant died
defending, is a welcome step and a proud moment for the
SGPC.
The Congressmen (and women) are invited to make a fresh
assessment of their most celebrated leaders to whom the most
violent acts, like vivisection of the country, the killings of
atleast 1 million and the violent uprooting of 10 million
people is directly attributable. Their claim to have obtained
freedom, stands exposed by the use of nefarious mean to
enslave the Sikh, Dalits, Muslims and others in the name of
freedom. Many upheavals after 1947, in which hundreds of
thousands of innocent freedom-loving individuals have been
killed all over India by the use of the armed might of the
Indian State, must be squarely nailed to their door. The
colonial exploitation of the Punjab’s river waters is as great a
crime in human history as any. Clearly, the dagger cutting the
Punjab’s life-line is held in the Congress hands. Should they

[The above recorded statement was signed by Bhai Daljit Singh Bittoo
President Akali Dal (Amritsar) and Gurtej Singh before being released to
the Press. It was hoped that it would lead to a healthy debate and would put
the matter of Sant’s portrait in proper perspective. It was however,
universally ignored by the Press that has been airing only selected views on
Sikh issues for the past six decades.]

*****
THE (PAKISTAN) SIKH MARRIAGE BILL 2007:
A SHORT HISTORY
Gurtej Singh, Chandigarh
[The event is not even a week old and many misunderstandings have
already cropped up. Jathedar Manmohan Singh Bajaj has already claimed
that it was their group which persuaded the government of Pakistan to
adopt the marriage law. He also claims that his group had provided the
draft of the law to be enacted. Both claims are preposterous and when he
made them in my presence, I told this to his face. I asked for a copy of the
draft that he had provided but he had none. Syed Afzal Haider, the present
Law Minister, the moving spirit behind the intention to enact Sikh
Marriage Law has been in office for a short while before he made his
intentions known. There appears to be little doubt that Dr. Pritpal Singh
and his friends persuaded him – if he, at all needed any persuation. This
writing intends to keep the record straight and is being written (on
December 11, 2007) while the memory still is fresh.]

My second visit to Pakistan this year came totally
unexpected again. From the daily papers I learnt that
Pakistan’s Law Minister Syed Afzal Haider had announced
(in response to Dr. Pritpal Singh’s public request – as
became known later) that the Government of Pakistan was
prepared to enact law relating to Sikh marriages. This
happened at Nankana Sahib during the birthday celebrations
of Guru Nanak, when a huge crowd of worshippers from all
over the world had converged on the Guru’s Nankana and
was a part of the audience. This was very welcome news in
every way. For the first time in the world a country had
committed at the highest level to enact Sikh personal law.
The effect on other countries, particularly India, could be
guessed. I had met Mr. Haider during my last visit and had
performed an errand for him. He appeared to me to be a
serious person whose word could be relied upon. All that I
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planned in this respect was to look on with expectation until
it happened.
That was not to be. I learnt later that Haider asked Dr. Pritpal
Singh to provide him with a draft of the law to be enacted. So
on November 24th itself (the date of announcement) Dr.
Pritpal Singh rang up Paramjit Singh Sarna, president of the
DGMC and requested him to have the draft prepared. The
requirement was that it should be done immediately as
Haider wanted it to become law before elections to the
parliament had taken place – democracy has its own pitfalls.
Sardar Sarna asked his lawyer friends including Mr. Phoolka,
Justice Sodhi and Mr. K. T. S. Tulsi and some other judges in
Delhi and Chandigarh to do the job within a week or so. They
all, naturally, felt that the time was too short. On the 27th
afternoon, he rang me up with the same request. When he
explained the circumstances, I knew that it was now or never.
I consulted my colleague at the Tat Gurmat Taksal Sardar
Harshinder Singh, who is also a lawyer and we conveyed our
agreement to undertake the difficult job.
The 27th was spent in collecting all the material we needed. It
consisted of earlier attempts, available in my personal
archives and all the marriage laws we know to have been
used for formulating the Hindu Marriage Act and the Special
Marriages Act, downloading all the available electronic
copies, buying some books and so on. Anand Marriage Act
of 1909 was available in the Encyclopaedia of Sikhism. By
the evening we were ready for the job.
We sat for the next three days from sunrise to sunset. After
sunset Harshinder Singh continued the work of consulting his
lawyer friend Kamaljit Singh Dhillon. Dhillon also sat with
us for half a day and gave very valuable suggestions. By the
30th the law had taken some shape. On December 1st we held
a meeting at the Guru Granth Sahib Bhawan in Sector 27,
Chandigarh. Most of the invitees including, Professors
Kashmir Singh (who came all the way from Amritsar),
Professor Kulbir Singh, Justice Ajit Singh Bains (who had to
fetch his wife and left midway), Navkiran Singh advocate
(who also had an important errand to run and left midway),
Sardar Amarjit Singh (a lexicographer), Sardar Balwant
Singh Gulliani Advocate and Sardar Harjinder Singh Dilgeer
an author.
Those who could not attend, included Justice S. S. Sodhi
(who had his hands too full to spare time), Mr. Gurmeet
Singh Advocate (who goes to Sirsa every Saturday), Justice
K. S. Tiwana (who was extremely graceful and would have
loved to perform the service to the people but could not
attend due to poor health as he is 82 and has had a by-pass
surgery). A couple of others did not respond.
We provided to this small group the complete draft that we
had prepared the previous day. Sardar Harshinder Singh read
it out section by section and both of us noted down the
suggestions they gave. Several valuable suggestions came
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from Professor Kashmir Singh. On the whole it went well.
There were not many changes that were required.
Harshinder Singh and I sat down for about an hour and
incorporated them in our draft. We polished it up a little bit
up to the afternoon of the next day,
By the evening of the 2nd a hard copy of it had been
despatched to Sardar Sarna who had been enquiring about it
almost everyday after the 28th. It reached him by the
evening and he sent it to Justice Kuldip Singh early next
morning. He was requested to suggest changes; we had
enough time to incorporate them. The judge initially found
the draft somewhat inadequate but agreed that it would do
for Pakistan. He was requested to make changes that would
be required in India. He promised to do it if three leading
spiritual personalities sat with him throughout the exercise.
Sarna is a resourceful person and perhaps will be able to
arrange nine maunds of oil to enable Radha to dance. At
least, a draft for India will not have to be done in a hurry
and will perhaps be prepared by the most spiritually inclined
and the legally most looked up to personalities. The others
to whom copies were sent by Sarna, could not give any feed
back and of them only Mr. K. T. S. Tulsi went through it
thoroughly.
We left for Amritsar on way to Lahore on the 5th morning
and reached on the 6th. Tulsi had crossed the border with us
and Manjit Singh Khaira came an hour or so later. Our
meeting with the Law Minister was fixed in the evening.
In the prepratory meeting, P. S. Sarna, Dr. Pritpal Singh,
Manjit Singh Khaira and the rest of us took part. Khaira
wanted that the draft that he had brought should be
presented although nobody had seen it earlier. He explained
that the chief merit of his draft was that the succession act
had also been incorporated in it. He said that he had
provided, unlike in the Hindu Adoption Act, that young
person of any age could be adopted. Harshinder Singh’s
opinion was that no adoption and succession law can be
enacted without consulting the people who were to be
governed by it. Meanwhile, Professor Kashmir Singh read
over a few sections at random and found that it tallied with
the Hindu Adoption Act on the point of the age of the
person to be adopted. Khaira attributed it to the folly of the
typist whom he had instructed not to include it. It was clear
that the draft had been prepared without due care. So his
request to present it to the Law Minister did not find favour
with anyone. Tulsi spoke highly of the other draft and
thought ‘not a word or a punctuation mark needs to be
changed.’ He felt ‘proud’ that among the Sikhs there were
capapble persons who could draft laws. It was a highly
‘specialised job’ according to him. He used other
superlatives regarding the drafting team, with which the
reader of this piece will not be concerned and mentioning
them may expose the writer to the charge of immodesty.
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The meeting with the Law Minister took place in the evening.
With the entire Press looking on, the draft of the Sikh
Marriage Act was presented by Mr. Sarna. The Minister
assured us that he had taken the permission of the President
and all other formalities had been completed. The next
morning we were informed that the draft had already been
sent to Islamabad for the scrutiny of the Law Ministry. The
ceremony took place in the Pearl Continental and was
followed by dinner. Pritpal Singh dropped us back to the
Gymkhana Club.
[Pak Act History; December 11, 2007]

*****
PAKISTANI GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZES
ANAND MARRIAGE ACT.
(Extensions of Remarks - December 13, 2007)
Speech of Hon. Edolphus Towns of New York in The House of
Representatives, Thursday, December 13, 2007.

Mr. TOWNS. Madam Speaker, the government of Pakistan
has recognized the Anand Marriage Act of 1909. This act
covers Sikh marriages. I commend the Pakistani government
for this show of tolerance and religious freedom. There are
only about 15,000 Sikhs in Pakistan. When is India, with its
22 million Sikhs, going to recognize the same act? It has
been on the books for almost a century. India refuses to
enforce or even recognize the Anand Marriage Act. Instead,
it records all Sikh marriages as Hindu marriages under the
Hindu Marriage Act. This constitutes a refusal of “secular'',
“democratic'' India to recognize Sikhism as a separate
religion. Instead, they seek to subsume it under Hinduism.
The fact that Guru Nanak, who began the Sikh religion, was
born Hindu no more makes Sikhism a part of Hinduism than
the fact that Jesus was Jewish makes Christianity part of
Judaism. The Indian government is simply trying to eliminate
the Sikh religion by subverting it and forcing Sikhs into
Hinduism. Where is the freedom of religion in India?
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PAKISTAN RECOGNIZES
ANAND MARRIAGE ACT.
WASHINGTON, D.C., December 6, 2007

The government of Pakistan has formally recognized the
Anand Marriage Act, which governs Sikh marriages. The
act was adopted in 1909. Even though there are only about
15,000 Sikhs in Pakistan and there are millions of Sikhs in
India, India still refuses to recognize the act. While Sikhs
conduct marriages in accord with the Anand Marriage Act,
the Indian government will not certify them under the act.
Instead, they are recorded under the Hindu Marriage Act.
The Indian government is trying to destroy the Sikh
religion. Its failure to recognize the Anand Marriage Act is
one more way that it is carrying out this effort. Sikh
marriages are different from Hindu marriages. Hindu
couples circle around a fire. Sikh couples circle around the
Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh Holy Scripture, four times.
“I would like to thank the Pakistani government for its
recognition of the Anand Marriage Act, which is almost a
hundred years old,'' said Dr. Gurmit Singh Aulakh,
President of the Council of Khalistan, which leads the Sikh
struggle for freedom. ``Pakistan's action has shown a level
of tolerance that supposedly secular, supposedly democratic
India has never shown,'' he said. “That is very telling. It
shows the true face of India,'' he said. “There is no place for
Sikhs, Muslims, Christians, or other minorities there.'' The
Indian government has murdered over 250,000 Sikhs since
1984, more than 300,000 Christians since 1948, over 90,000
Muslims in Kashmir since 1988, and tens of thousands of
Tamils, Assamese, Manipuris, Dalits, and others. The Indian
Supreme Court called the Indian government's murders of
Sikhs ``worse than a genocide.''

Madam Speaker, this is unacceptable! America can and must
do something to protect the rights and freedoms of all people
in South Asia. We can start by stopping our aid to India and
our trade until such time as it learns to respect the rights of all
people regardless of ethnicity, religion, or social status. And
we should put this Congress on record in support of selfdetermination for the Sikhs of Punjab, Khalistan, the
Muslims of Kashmir, the Christians of Nagaland, and all the
others who seek freedom. India will not allow such free and
fair votes, belying its self-proclaimed democratic principles.
The essence of democracy is the right to self-determination.
Madam Speaker, I would like to insert the Council of
Khalistan's press release on the Anand Marriage Act into
the Record:

Indian police arrested human-rights activist Jaswant Singh
Khalra after he exposed their policy of mass cremation of
Sikhs, in which over 50,000 Sikhs have been arrested,
tortured, and murdered, and then their bodies were declared
unidentified and secretly cremated. He was murdered in
police custody. His body was not given to his family. The
police never released the body of former Jathedar of the
Akal Takht Sardar Gurdev Singh Kaunke after SSP Swaran
Singh Ghotna murdered him. Ghotna has never been
brought to trial for the Jathedar Kaunke murder. No one has
been brought to justice for the kidnapping and murder of
Jaswant Singh Khalra. According to a report by the
Movement Against State Repression (MASR), 52,268 Sikhs
are being held as political prisoners in India without charge
or trial. Some have been in illegal custody since 1984! Tens
of thousands of other minorities are also being held as
political prisoners, according to Amnesty International. We
demand the immediate release of all these political
prisoners.

*****

History shows that multinational states such as India are
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doomed to failure. Countries like Austria-Hungary, India's
longtime friend the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, and others prove this point. India is not one
country; it is a polyglot like those countries, thrown together
for the convenience of the British colonialists. It is doomed to
break up as they did. “Only a sovereign, independent
Khalistan will allow the Sikhs of Punjab and the other people
of the subcontinent to live in freedom, dignity, and
prosperity,” said Dr. Aulakh. “As Professor Darshan Singh, a
former Jathedar of the Akal Takht, said, ‘If a Sikh is not for
Khalistan, he is not a Sikh’,” Dr. Aulakh noted. “We must
continue to press for our God-given birthright of freedom,”
he said. “Without political power, religions cannot flourish
and nations perish. Let us join together and free Khalistan.”

*****
PAK ISSUES LAND ACQUISITION NOTICES
FOR VARSITY
Varinder Walia, Tribune News Service, Amritsar, December 14, 2007

The government of Pakistan has issued land acquisition
notices to lease holders for acquiring 2,500 acres for setting
up an international university after the name of Guru Nanak
at Nankana Sahib. The land was allotted in the name of Guru
Nanak by Rai Bular Bhatti, a contemporary of the first Sikh
master and a devout Muslim, who had become his disciple.
Today, Nankana Sahib Estate consists of about 16,962 acres,
mainly leased to farmers and residents of Nankana Sahib.
Almost all houses there are built on the property donated by
the Bhatti family. Maharaja Ranjit Singh had also allotted
2,000 acres in the name of Guru Nanak at his birth place.
The ancient revenue records that the entire land of Nankana
Sahib given to Guru Nanak by Bhatti measures 757 murabas
(approx 18,750 acres) and is now controlled by the Evacuee
Trust Property Board of Pakistan (ETPB) and is leased out to
the residents of Nankana Sahib.
According to Manmohan Singh, leader of the Sikh-Muslim
Federation, the ETPB had directed the farmers to vacate their
land shortly so that construction work of the proposed
university could be started. Manmohan Singh said that Lt
Gen (retd) Zulfikar Ali Khan, chairman of ETPB, was keen
to fulfill the demand of the Sikhs by setting up Guru Nanak
International University. Apart from other academic works,
the proposed university would have a comparative study
centre on Sikhism, other religions and various languages of
both sides of Punjab. The Pakistan authorities have already
got possession of 300 acres at Nankana Sahib for setting up
the university while the rest of land would be acquired in due
course of time.

*****
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nfm ismrx - iewk gorK DMdf
pRo: ieMdr isMG Gwgf

jdoN BI gurbfxI df pfT krIey/suxIey, qF iewk
‘‘Èbd`` bfr bfr duhrfieaf igaf sfhmxy
afAuNdf hY. koeI bfxI koeI pMnf pVH vyKIey qF
iPr AuhI duhrf -‘‘nfm ismrx``. ieh nfm
aqy ismrx jdoN iksy sfD koloN puwCIey qF Auh
gurbfxI ivwcoN koeI pMkqI jF pUrf Èbd rtx
leI dy idMdf hY. afKygf ik ies df pVHI jfxf
hI ‘‘ismrx jF nfm hY``. kuwJ iewk jQybMdIaF
ny ‘‘nfm ismrx`` dIaF ivDIaF, vkq, sQfn aqy ies qoN hox
vflIaF pRfpqIaF dwsx leI dukfndfrIaF BI clf leIaF hn. ies
cwkrivAU ivwc Psx vfly, sdf hI Psx leI iqafr br iqafr huMdy
hn. keI sfry lok qy jQybMdIaF ‘‘srb rog kf aAuKdu nfmu``
(suKmnI-9-5) vflI iewk pMkqI dy mnmrËI vfly arQ kwZky
rogIaF df ‘‘mfnisk ielfj`` krn vrgI BfrI avwigaf kr rhy
hn. jy koeI ieh dfhvf kry ik dyKo jI, ikMny sfry ivakqIaF df
‘‘rog`` ht igaf hY. aijhy kmËor mn vfly lokF df ‘‘bxfvtI`` rog
suafh dI cutkI lYky BI ht jFdf hY. Dfgf qvIq lY ky BI, hQOlf
krvf ky BI, mVHIaF kbrF qy nwk rgV ky BI ‘‘rog mukq`` ho jFdy
hn. aijhy kmjoLr lok hI BUqF pRyqF df iÈkfr ho jFdy hn, iPr
pfKMzI zyrydfrF koloN BUq kZvfAuNidaF BfrI afriQk qy srIrk soÈx
krvfAuNdy hn. iehnF Boly pMCIaF (aMnHy srDflUaF) ƒ Pfhux leI QF
Qf iÈkfrI jfl ivCfeI bYTy hn.
gurbfxI ny zMky dI cot nfl ies pfKMz jfl ƒ pUrn qOr qy rwd kIqf
hY. jy kuwJ iewk pMgqIaF rtx krn nfl, sfry kfrj rfs afAuNdy hox,
qF iksy ƒ imhnq krn dI AuØWkf hI ËrUrq nhIN hY. vwzy vwzy Koj
kyNdr, hspqfl, mYzIkl kflj, dvfeIaF, mihMgy ielfj qy iPr BI
anMq mOqF ? jy nfm ismrn (mMqrjfp) nfl sfry rog kwty jf skdy,
iPr qF ieh kMm bhuq suKflf sI. ‘‘ihMg lwgy nf PtkVI rMg BI
coKf.`` ds gurU sihbfn srIr krky sfQoN ivdf ho gey. gurU aMgd
sfihb kyvl 48 ku sfl ivwc. cOQy pfiqÈfh 47 sfl dI Aumr ivwc.
CyvyN nfnk 48 sfl, sqvyN pfiqÈfh iewkwqI sfl, qy awTvyN nfnk
isrP sfZy ku awT sfl dy sn jdoN joqI joq smf gey. Auh bhuq akl
vfly sn, bVy hI prAupkfrI sn. srIrk jfmy ivwc hor lMmf smF
jIvq rih ky mnuwK mfqr dI bhupwKI kilafx kr skdy sn. ijs
mMqr/Èbd ƒ ivÈyÈ ivDIaF nfl, gupq qrIky cfhy cIkF mfrky,
pfglF vFg ritaf jf irhf hY. afs kIqI jf rhI hY ik ies qrHF sfry
rog nivrq ho jfxgy. dunIaf Br dIaF KuÈIaF af jfxgIaF. ijnHF
gurU sihbfnF ny bfxI dI rcnf kIqI, ‘‘nfnk rUp`` ho ky ivcry,
AuhnF duwKF dI nivrqI leI aijhf koeI clIhf kwØitaf hovy, mflfvF
GumfeIaF hox, Aumr lMmI krn vfsqy qrly kwZy hox. ies qrHf df
koeI ibrqFq ieiqhfs ivwc nhIN imldf. iPr awj dy iswK ieny
nfsmJ ikvyN bx gey, ik mMqr jfpF ƒ, cONkVy mfr ky, do cfr GMty
bYTx ƒ, ismrn mMnI bYTy hn ? ‘‘srb rog kf aAuKud nfmu``
pRcfrn vfly, Ërf ku isr pIV hox qy, cMgy zfktrF qy vwzy hspqflF
vwl ƒ dOVdy pl Br dyr nhIN lfAuNdy. vwzy vwzy ‘‘nfmI sMq`` afm
mrIjF vFg mhIinaF bwDI, hspqflF ivwc awzIaF rgVdy Kud vyKy
hn. iBMzrF tksfl vfilaF df iewk muKI (ig: gurbcn isMG) qyrF
sfl qwk, kÈt Bog ky miraf sI (hvflf-KMzyDfr, 8-03) suafh dI
cutkI (puVI) nfl sfry rog nivrq krn dy dfhvydfr, suafh ivwc
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dvfeI pIs ky imlf rwKdy hn. aMnHy ÈrDflU smJ lYNdy hn ik bfby dI
suafh hI krfmfqI hY.
gurU arjn sfihb jI soriT rfg dy iewk Èbd ivwc, iewko QF sfry
pfKMz krm dy bKIey AuDyV ky rwK idMdy hn. pfT jfp, jog afsx,
mon, kwpVf BFzf iqafg dyxf, Aumr Br GuMmdy rihxf, afid anyk kUV
kfrj, iksy lyKy ivwc nhIN hn. siqgurU kyNdrI ivcfr (rhfAu vflf
bMd) ieh bKiÈÈ krdy hn; hy pRBU! mYƒ AuWcI mwq dyvIN, mYN sfry afsry
Cwz ky kyvl qyrI Èrn qwkI hY. vfk hn ipafry ien ibiD imlxu n jfeI, mY kIey krm anykf..
hfir pirE suafmI kY duafrY, dIjY buiD ibbykf.. rhfAu.. (641)
gurdvfiraF ivwc keI hËfr pfT hr roË ÈurU huMdy hn, keI hËfr
pfTF dy inq Bog pYNdy hn. aKMz pfT, sihj pfT, sMpt pfT, aqI
sMpt pfT, mon pfT, suKmnI pfT, afpo afpxf inqnym pfT, ngr
jlUs, qy kIrqn drbfr. ieMny sfry pfT inrMqr hox dy bfvjUd BI
dunIaf ivwc klh klys nhIN imty. sMsfr dI gwl nf shI iswKF dy duwKF
dI nivrqI qF Jwtpwt ho jfxI cfhIdI sI. sd aPsos, iswK smfj BI
pRyÈfnIaF ivwc ivlk irhf hY. asl gwl sI kudrq dy kfƒn ƒ smJx
dI. ivkfrF aqy vfÈnfvF qy kfbU pf ky, sMjm vflf nyk jIvn bqIq
krn dI. pr aijhf nhIN hoieaf, sgoN aKOqI Dfrmk afgU, BolI
lukfeI ƒ kurfhy BI pf rhy hn qy dovyN hwQIN luwt BI rhy hn.
pMjfb ivwc ‘‘rfDf suafmI`` zyrf (ibafs) ipCly svf ku sO sfl qoN
‘‘nfm dfn`` aflqI pflqI afsx afid krvfAuNdf af irhf hY. iehnF
ivwcoN ruws ky igaf ‘‘Èfh msqfnf, isrsy ivKy zyrf ‘‘swcf sOdf`` vwKrf
bxfAux ivwc kfmXfb ho igaf. ijvyN ik zyrydfr sfDF dI KfsIaq hI
hY, srkfr nfl imlky cwlxf, lokF ivwcoN mrdfAupuxf (krFqIkfrI qwq)
Kqm krnf. Ëulm ivruwD AØuWcf sfh qwk nf lYxf, svYmfx imwtI ivwc
imlf ky ‘‘bMdy df bMdf`` bxf ky, pYr pUjvfAuxy qy jUT qwk KvfAuxI.
km akl qy bygYrq bx cuwky lokF ƒ srkfr BI qy zyrydfr BI, rlky
luwtdy hn. ieh ByzF bx cuwky lok isr suwtky ijAux dy afdI bx jFdy
hn. afpxy syvkF dy duwKF dI nivrqI vfsqy rfDf suafmI bfby mMqr dI
bKiÈÈ krdy hn. awgoN Èrq ieh lfAuNdy hn peI ieh mMqr iksy ƒ
dwsxf nhIN hY. svyry Èfm mUMh isr kwpVy ivwc vlyt ky ies ‘‘nfm`` df
jfp krnf hY. sfry sMsfrI suK imlxgy qy ‘‘rfDf suafmI Dfm`` ivwc
invfs imlygf. iehnF df mMqr ieh hY joq inrMjn, AuNkfr, rrMkfr, sohM, siqnfm.
hux lgdy hwQ iehnF dy hI iewk nfrfj DVy vwloN bKiÈaf jf irhf mMqr
BI pVH lE. ieh hY swcy sOdy vfly zyrydfrF vwloN iqafr, idwqf jf irhf
‘‘nfm`` ‘‘siq purK, inrMkfr, akfl mUrq, abnfsI, Èbd srUpI rfm.``
iehnF zyiraF ny srkfrI srprsqI ivwc rih ky, bVI qfkq bxf leI
hY. kyvl vot bYNk rfhIN ieh srkfr qoN keI irafieqF pRfpq kr lYNdy
hn. Auh irafieqF afm lokF vfsqy nhIN huMdIaF, kuwJ Kfs coxvyN
‘‘mhFpurKF`` leI huMdIaF hn. srkfrI julm dy iKlfP iehnF ny kdI
Ëbfn nhIN KohlI. dunIaf ivwc BfvyN prlo af jfvy iehnF afpxy syvkF
ƒ ‘‘nfm ismrn`` krvfAuxf hY. jbr dy ivruwD afvfË bulMd nhIN
krnI. ieh isrP ‘‘prlok sMvfrn dI mhfn syvf`` krdy hn. ies
lok dI gwl Buwl jfAu. BuwK mrI axpVHqf, aMDivÈvfsI, ibmfrIaF,
irÈvqKorI afid vrgIaF axigxq alfmqF, iehnF ƒ kdy nËr nhIN
afAuxgIaF. vYsy hËfrF sfl qoN hI ‘‘rMg brMgy`` sfD sMq, Bfrq dI
jMqf jnfrn ƒ, mMqr jfp dI aOÈDI KuafAuNdy af rhy hn. iehnF dI
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apfr ikrpf sdkf hËfrF sfl qwk, rfjsI gulfmI lokF ny BogI qy
mfnisk gulfmI qF awj BI Bugq rhy hn. iswK sfDF qoN lY ky ihMdU
sfDF qwk, iehnF dI iPqrq lgBg iewko ijhI hY- afpxy hI lokF ƒ
cUMz cUMz Kfxf.
Drm prcfr vwloN isKF dIaF kyNdrI jQybMdIaF (ÈRomxI kmytI qy idwlI
kmytI) iswK pMQ nfl Droh kmf rhIaF hn. Drm prcfr dI
ijMmyvfrI qoN pUrI qrHF mUMh moV ky,rfjnIqI dI gMdI KfeI ivwc grk
cuwkIaF hn. cVHq df pYsf mnmfny ZMg nfl rohV rhIaF hn. bfkI
gurdvfrf kmytIaF ny BI afpxy PrË dI pCfx nf kIqI. iesy bwjr
lfpRvfhI kfrn, QF QF pfKMzI sfD KuUMbF vFg AuWg pey hn. lMmy smyN
qoN iswKF ivwc afpxf asr rsUK bxf cuwikaf iewk zyrf (mihqy cOk
vfly-tksflIey) aqy AuhnF df ho cuwikaf iewk muKI ig: gurbcn
isMG, afpxI ilKI ikqfb ‘‘gurbfxI pfT drÈn`` ivwc mMqr bfry
pMnf 230 qy ilKdf hY - sMq ryx nfmI sfD ny gurU aMgd sfihb jI qoN
puwiCaf ik ‘‘quhfzf mUl mMqr ikhVf hY ? gur mMqr kI hY ? qy mflf
mMqr ikhVf hY ?`` AuhnF ny iPr sMq ryx ƒ dwisaf - ‘‘sfzf gur
mMqr vfihgurU hY, mUl mMqr ÃÄ[[[[[ hY qy mflf mMqr jpujI sfihb
hY. krqf purK jI ny v, h, g, r df nON nON juwg jfp kIqf. iPr ieh
vfihgurU mMqr bixaf[[[[``. Xfd rhy cfry juwgF dI Aumr 43 lwK sfl
qoN vwD bxdI hY. iPr nON nON juwgF dI hor jrb kr vyKo. ieh hn isry
dIaF gwpF jo aKOqI sMq, lokF aMdr Dwk rhy hn. gurbfxI juwgF ƒ
ivÈƒ afid qy dyvIaF ƒ mfnqf nhIN idMdI nf hI iehnF dyvIaF
dyviqaF ny mnuwKqf df koeI pfsf QMimHaf hY. sgoN ieh sfry qF hn hI
klipq.
afAu hux gurbfxI dy prmfx pVHIey, ivcfrIey ik ‘‘mUl mMqr, gur
mMqr, mflf mMqr`` iswKF vfsqy koeI hY BI ik aYvyN mnGVHq ÈoÈy hI
Cwzy jf rhy hn. jy BfeI gurdfs jI ƒ puwCIey ik dwso jI mUl mMqr
ikhVf hY ? qF Auh pUrf nhIN ilKdy aD aDUrf ilKdy hn. pVo‘‘siqnfm krqf purK mUl mMqr ismrx prvfxo..`` (vfr-6)
‘‘vfihgurU gur mMqR hY jfip hAumY KoeI`` BI kihMdy hn. nfl hI
‘‘siqnfmu piV mMqR suxfieaf`` BI ilK gey hn. agoN hor vyKo- iDRg
jIhvf gur Èbd ivxu hor mMqru ismrxI (27-10) hor ilK rhy hnkurbfxI iqnf gurisKf hoie iewk mn gur jfp jpMdy..
kurbfxI iqnf gur isKf gurbfxI inq gfie suxMdy.. (2-32)
smuwcI gurbfxI dI Aucqf bfry hI BfeI gurdfs jI ny iliKaf hY, nf
iksy iewk Èbd qy mMqr bfry. hor vyKogurmuiK pMQ inrol n rolx rolIaY..
gurmuK sbd alolu pI aMimRq GolIaY. (19-20)
afAu hux gurbfxI ivwcoN mMqr jfp jF ismrx bfry puwCIey. siqgurU jI
jfc dws rhy hn 1[ sRvxI suxIaY, rsnf gfeIaY, ihrdY iDafeIaY soeI..
krx kfrx smrQ suafmI jfqy ibRQf nf koeI.. (611)
kMnF nfl AupdyÈ suxo, Ëubfn duafrf AupdyÈ ƒ idRV kro, ihrdy ivwcoN
swc dy AupdyÈ ƒ kdI BulfE nf. isrP Aus krx kfrx smrQ pRBU ƒ
ihrdy ivwc vsfAu.
2[ gur ky crx mn mfih vsfie.. duKu anyrf aMdrhu jfie.. (1334)
ies pMkqI ivwc gurU dy crx mn ivwc bsfAux df hukm hY. pr dsF
pfiqÈfhIaF dy srIr krky qF awj koeI crx nhIN hn. inrMkfr
pRmfqmf BI srIr rihq hY Ausdy crx hox df svfl hI nhIN hY. iPr
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crx kI hn ? hjUr ieh ‘‘crx gur Aupdys`` hn.
3[ jn ky crn bsih myrY hIarY sMig punIqf dyhI.. ( )
ies pRmfx ivwc BI rwb jI dy crn ihrdy ivwc vwsx dI gwl afKI geI
hY, mqlb AupdyÈ.
4[ duK BMjnu qyrf nfmu jI duK BMjnu qyrf nfmu..
afT phr afrfDIaY pUrn siqgurU igafnu.. (218)
hy rwb jI! sfry mfnisk rogF ƒ Kqm krn vflf qyrf igafn hY. awTy
phr mYN qyrf ivÈfl inam (igafn) smJky, suKI jIvn bqIq kIqf jf
skdf hY.
5[ mhF mMqRu gur ihrdY bisE acrj nfm suinAurI..(384)
iewQy siqgurU jI ny gurU dy AupdyÈ ƒ hI ‘‘mhF mMqr`` krky ibafn
kIqf hY.
6[ bIj mMqRu hir kIrqn gfAu..
afgY imlI inQfvY QfAu.. (391)
ies QF siqgurU jI ny hrI js ƒ ‘‘bIj mMqr`` afK ky vizafieaf hY.
7[ ‘‘bIj mMqRu srb ko igafnu..
chu vrnf mih jpY koAu nfmu.. (suKmnI-9-5)
ies prmfx ivwc sfihb jI ny lok pRlok bfry sfrf igafn, rwb bfry qy
Aus dI kfienfq bfry sfrf igafn hfsl krn dI qfkId kIqI hY.
8[ gur kf bcnu jip mMqu.. eyhf Bgiq sfr qqu.. (895)
aslI BgqI iehI hY ik siqgurU jI dy hukm ƒ svIkfr kro, jIvn
ivwc Zflo.
9[ mn mih jfip BgvMqu.. guir pUry iehu dIno mMqu..(396)
pUry siqgurU ny ieh AupdyÈ idwqf hY, sdf rwb jI ƒ cyqy rwKxf hY.
10[ gur kI suriq inkit kir jfnu..
gur kf sbid siq kir mfnu.. (897)
afpxI mwq ƒ gurmq anusfrI bxfAu. gurU AupdyÈ ƒ swq bcn mMn ky
svIkfr kro.
11[ gur kf AupdyÈ sunIjY.. nfnk suiK shij smIjY.. (896)
hy BfeI siqgurU jI df AupdyÈ suxo mMno, ies ƒ svIkfrn ivwc hI sfry
suwK hn.
12[ sc ibnu squ sMqoKu n pfvY..
ibnu gur mukiq n afvY jfvY..
mUl mMqRu hir nfmu rsfiexu khu nfnk pUrf pfieaf.. (1040)
swcfeI dy mfrg qy cwlxf, sMqoKI bxy rihxf, iehnF Auqm ivcfrF df
siqgurU qoN igafn imldf hY. gurU qoN bgYr Btkxf Kqm nhIN hovygI.
Kfs jIvn dfqI sMjIvnI bUtI pRBU jI dI Xfd aqy gux hn. jdoN gurU
drsfey rfh qy mnuwK cwl pvygf, smJo mUl (muwZ) nfl juV igaf.
13[ mfeI crn gur mITy..
vzY Bfig dyvY prmysru koit Plf drsn gur zITy.. (717)
hy mF! siqgurU jI dI Èrx ivwc rih ky jIvn bqIq krnf bhuq cMgf
lgdf hY. ijsdy vwzy Bfg hox AuhI mnuwK, siqgurU dy guxF ƒ Dfrn
krdf hY. kroVF qrF dy hor krmF qoN AuØWqm hY pRBU jI dI Xfd qy
siqgurU jI df AupdyÈ.
14[ ‘‘gur kihaf`` sf kfr kmfvhu..
sbdu cIin shj Gir afvhu.. sfcY nfie vzfeI pfvhu.. (832)
hy guriswKo! jo siqgurU Purmfn krdf hY Ausy qrHF kMm kro. gurU dy zUMGy
Byd vfly bcn ƒ smJ ky itkfAu ivwc af skogy. ies swcfeI vfly
mfrg qy clidaF vizafeI pfAugy.
15[ puMn dfn jp qp jyqy sB AUpir nfm..
hir hir rsnf jo jpY iqsu pUrn kfm.. (401)
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koeI dfn puMn krdf hY, koeI ivÈyÈ mMqr jfpdf hY, iehnF sfry kMmF
qoN Aupr, rwbI Xfd ivwc bqIq kIqf, nyk jIvn hY. ies qrHF dy
ivakqI ny jIvn dI pUrnqf pRfpq kr leI smJo.
16[ ‘‘gur Aupdyis`` jpIaY min sfcf..
‘‘gur Aupdyis`` rfm rMig rfcf..
‘‘gur Aupdyis`` qutih siB bMDn, iehu Brmu mohu pr jflxf..
(1077)
hy guriswKo! siqgurU dI iswiKaf muqfbk swcy rwb jI ƒ ihrdy ivwc
vsfAu. gurU dI iswiKaf rfhIN rwbI rMg ivwc rMgy rho. gurU dy AupdyÈ
nfl Brmf vfly sfry bMDn tuwt jfxgy.
17[ boil hir nfm sPl sf GrI..
‘‘gurAupdyis`` siB duK prhrI.. (1134)
akflI inXm ivwc jo smF bqIq hovygf,AuhI sPl mMinaf jfvygf.
ieh soJI gurU qoN pRfpq huMdI hY, gurU ivkfrF qoN mukq krn df qrIkf
dwsdf hY.
18[ mn kI miq iqafghu hir jn eyhf bfq kTYnI..
anidnu hir hir nfmu iDafvhu gur siqgur kI miq lYnI.. (800)
hy BfeI, afpxy mn dI CotI mq ƒ iqafg idE, ieh gwl bVI aOKI
lwgygI. inqfpRqI prmyÈr ƒ Xfd rwKo, siqgurU dI bKÈI mwq buwD
Dfrn kro, iehI asl jIvn jfc hY.
19[ aAuKD mMqR qMqR sB Cfru.. krxYhfr irdY mih Dfru.. (196)
kih kbIr jfkf nhI aMq.. iqsky afgy qMqu n mMqu.. (971)
vfihgurU jI ƒ sdf ihrdy ivwc Xfd rwKo, hor sfry mMqr qMqr AuhV
KohV mfmUlI hn, kyvl suafh dI inafeI! prmyÈr jo byaMq guxF
brkqF df mflk hY Aus dI Xfd hI aslI mMqr hY. hor koeI mMqr
afid Aus qoN AuØWqm nhIN ho skdy.
20[ kubuiD imty gur sbdu bIcfir.. siqgur BytY moK duafr..
qqu n cIlY mnmuKu jil jfie..
durmiq ivCuiV cotf Kfie.. (944)
hy ipafirE! gurU dy Èbd (gurbfxI) ƒ ivcfr-smJky pVHo. ies qrHF
siqgurU jI dI afKI gwl smJ af jfvygI. mnmuwK iensfn pqy dI
gwl nhIN smJdf. ies qrHF aMdroN siVaf Buwijaf rihMdf hY. BYVI mwq
kfrn siqgurU qoN (ivcfrF krky) dUrI bxI rihMdI hY. iesy kfrn
ivCoVy df duwK BI sihMdf hY, aqy sMsfr ivwc BI lgfqfr TokrF KFdf
duKI huMdf hY.
afKrI incoV-pfTk jno! qusIN gurbfxI prmfxF sihq pVH ilaf,
gurbfxI ivwc, ‘‘mMqr, bIj mMqr, mhFmMqr, mUl mMqr`` siqgurU dy
AupdyÈ vfsqy afieaf hY. gurmq ivwc iksy mMqr jfp leI koeI QF
nhIN, BfvyN Auh gurbfxI ivwcoN hI ilaf hoieaf hovy. iewQy qF siqgurU
jI dy hukm ƒ smJ ivcfr ky Aus anusfr jIvn clx bxfAuxf hY.
gurU sfihbfn ny Ëulm df Kfqmf mMqrF nfl nhIN, isafxp aqy ihMmq
nfl kIqf sI. iswKF ny axigxq musIbqF ipMzy qy JwlIaF sn. mMqr
jfpF nfl, bfbr, jhFgIr, aOrMgËyb, nfdr, aihmdÈfh, ËkrIaf
Kfn afid nhIN mry. mMqr jfpF ivwc pf ky iswKF ƒ mUrK qy buËidl
bxfieaf jf irhf hY. zyiraF vfly, tksflF vfly, jiQaF vfly iswK
pMQ ƒ ies hnyrI Kwz vwl Dkdy cly jf rhy hn. ies dUly pMQ ƒ iewk
inrMkfr dy lV lfieaf sI siqgurU jI ny. awj hr mwTfDfrI, zyrydfr
qy jQydfr Kud hI Kudf bx bYTf hY. pfTF jfpF dIaF anyk ivDIaF
pRcwlq kr idwqIaF hn. iehnF mMqrF pfTF nfl, sfry ivgVy kfrjF
dI sPlqf dI grMtI vycI jf rhI hY. ‘‘sMqF hwQ siqgurU cfbI sONp
gey hn`` prcfiraf jf irhf hY - ‘‘anhq bfxI pUMjI.. sMqn hiQ
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rfKI kuMjI`` pMkqI suxf ky iswKF ƒ gurU nfloN ivCoV ky kwcy ipwly
ivakqIaF ƒ syvk bxfieaf jf irhf hY. jdoN ik ies pMkqI dy arQ
ieAuN hn - kudrq df anhq (Coh qoN ibnf -rwbI gIq) nfd gurU dI
pfvn bfxI ivwcoN pRgt ho irhf hY. gurU dy rfhIN iesdI smJ pYNdI hY.
iewk hor Èbd ivwc siqgurU ies guMJl ƒ sfP krdy hoey ies qrHF syD
bKÈ rhy hn Ø
guru kuMjI, pfhU invlu, mnu koTf, qn Ciq..
nfnk gur ibnu mn kf qfku n AuGVY avr n kuMjI hiQ.. (1237)
gurU df igafn cfbI hY, pYrF ivwc ivkfrF dIaF byVIaF hn mn qn
ivkfrF ivwc gRsy hoey hn. hy nfnk mn qn dy bMd qfly (ivkfr) kyvl
gurU dy igafn rfhIN Kuwldy hn. hor koeI ieMnf smrwQ nhIN ik mnuwKqf
ƒ shI igafn dy sky.
hor vyKo - siqgur dfqf nfm kf horu dfqf koeI nfhI.. (1258)
aKIr ivwc iewk pRBU nfl nyVqf bfry iewk gurbfxI AupdyÈ ilKky
smfpq krdy hF hir iewko, krqf iewku, iewko dIbfxu hir..
hir iewksY df hY amru, iewko hir iciq Dir..
hir iqsu ibn koeI nfie, zru BRmu BAu dUir kir..
hir iqsY no sflfih, ij quDu rKy bfhir Gir..
hir ijsno hoie dieaflu so hir jfip BAu ibKmu qir (83)
pfTF mMqrF jfpF dy gorK DMdy ivwc byaMq smF qy aQfh Dn brbfd ho
cuwikaf hY. zyrydfrF dIaF koTIaF Ausr rhIaF ny, qjorIaF nkf nk
Br geIaF hn. iswK hor krmkFzI, vihm gRsq qy kMgfl huMdf jf
irhf hY. ieh hn kuwJ kfrx sfzf byVf grk hox dy. ies byVy ƒ zuwbxo
bcfAux leI gurbfxI df igafn, ieiqhfs dI smJ, gurmq iPlfsPI,
rihq mirafdf bfry, hr iswK mfeI BfeI ijqnI dyr cyqMn nhIN huMdf,
AunI dyr pfKMzIaF dy jkVbMd `coN inkl nhIN skFgy.
Courtesy www.sikhmarg.com

*****

jdoN sR. syvw isMG qrmwly dw bRhmigAwn
vih quirAw qW swnUM drSn hoey?
brYNptn (Brampton),Aqy myPIlf (Mayfield) kYnyfw, dy ielwky
ivc, ijQy sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI Tihry hoey sn, dy mwlk ny
swnUM Awpxy injI Gr ivcoN durkwr ky k`iFAw qW sR. syvw isMG
qrmwlw jI mUk drSk bx ky, bolx qoN Asmr`Q Awpxy bxwey
puqr dy mUMh v`l vyKdy hI rih gey[ jdoN auh swnUM Avw-qvw bol
ky GroN gYHrx (bwhr k`Fx) l`gw qW swnUM smJ pY geI ik iehI
bRhmigAwn sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI Awpxy injI syvkW nUM vMf
rhy hn[
swnUM pqw c`ilAw sI ik sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI ifksI rof
gurdvwrw swihb ivc 3-4 idn kQw krngy[ pr dUsry pwsy
is`KW dIAW k`uJ sUJvwn j`QybMdIAW ivc ivroD dI Bwvnw vI suxI
dI sI[ mukdI g`l ik pqvMqy s`jxW ny gurdvwrw swihb dI
kmytI nwl g`lbwq krky msly nUM sulJw ilAw qy sR. syvw isMG
qrmwlw jI nUM bolxw dw mOkw nw id`qw igAw jo ky SlwGw Xog
audm hoieAw hY[ swfw sR. syvw isMG jI horW nUM imlx dw mOkw
vI ies krky hI bixAw[
16 dsMbr, 2007 Swm dy swFy pMj ku vjy dy krIb sR. jsvIr
isMG mWgt, sR. AmrIk isMG mukqsr qy sR. gurcrn isMG
ijaux vwlw ny aupr id`qy isrnwvyN qy GMtI vjweI[ koeI s`jx
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AwieAw qy puCx l`gw ik quhwfw nwm kI hY? mYN ikhw jI
gurcrn isMG ijaux vwlw qy aus Bly purS ny swnUM AMdr
Awaux leI ikhw[ AMDyry dI vjHw krky AsIN GrW dy nMbrW dw
BulyKw pYx kwrx kwr ivcoN pihlW hI ku`J dUrI qy auqr gey sI
ies krky mYN ikhw jI mYN kwr Awpxy Gr kol lY AwvW[ ies
krky auh mnu`K AMdr clw igAw qy qd qk myry swQI vI bwhr
hI KVy rhy ijqnw icr mYN kwr nUM aus Gr dy swhmxy nhI lY
AwieAw[ ieqny nUM auh Blw AwdmI iPr AMdroN puC-qwC krky
bwhr AwieAw qy swnUM nwl AMdr lY igAw[ Gr ivc myrI jwx
pihcwx vwlw sR. kulvMq isMG huMdl iSkwgo pihlW hI mOjUd sI
qy auh j`PI pwky imilAw[ ausny XU.ky qoN Awey ivAkqIAW nwl
jwxkwrI krvweI ijnHW dy nwm qW AsIN Bu`l gey hW pr iek
ivAkqI dw nwm “KYrw” zrUr hY[ clo bYTx qoN bwAd gurmiq
ivcwrW hoxIAW SurU hoeIAW[ EhI rwg EhI hukw EhI pwxI[
iek s`jx ny ikhw, “pRmwqmw nUM imlx dw rsqw qW iehI hY”
jvwb id`qw igAw ik BweI jI pRmwqmw nUM qW hI imlx dw
auprwlw krnw cwhIdw hY jy kr auh swQoN dUr hovy[ gurbwxI dw
Purmwx hY:
gauVI mhlw 5] Agm rUp kw mn mih Qwnw] gur pRswid
iknY ivrlY jwnw]1] s {pMnw 186}
gauVI mhlw 5] fir fir mrqy jb jwnIAY dUir] fru cUkw
dyiKAw BrpUir]1] siqgur Apuny kau bilhwrY] Coif n jweI
srpr qwrY]1] rhwau ] {pMnw 186}
mY ikhw vIr jIE! r`b jI koeI AYsI pwaux vwlI cIz nhI[
aus nwloN qW AsIN isrP Awpxy kMmW krky ivCVy hoey hW[
gurbwxI dw Purmwx hY:
ikriq krm ky vICuVy, kir ikrpw mylhu rwm] cwir kMut
dhids BRmy, Qik Awey pRBU kI swm] {pMnw 133}
iPr auh s`jx kihx l`gy vIr jIE clo gurmuKW nUM Aw lYx idE
quhwfIAW g`lw dw jvwb EhI dyxgy[ myrI smJ muqwbk sR. syvw
isMG qrmwlw jI dy mrjIvVy aunHW vwsqy ‘gurmuiK’ lPz dw
mqlb r`b-rUp qoN hI lY rhy sn[ jdoN hI sR. syvw isMG jI ny
koeI g`l kIqI aunHW dy syvk s`q hY s`q hY krky jvwb dy rhy
sn[ gurbwxI ivc ‘gurmuiK’ lPz pRmwqmw qy mnu`KW vwsqy vI
AwieAw hY[ ijvyN:
gurmuiK nwdM gurmuiK vydM gurmuiK rihAw smweI] (gurmuiK
pRmwqmw vwsqy)
krim imlY scu pweIAY gurmuiK sdw inroDu]3]
(gurmuiK
mnu`K vwsqy)
scu sMjmu krxI so kry gurmuiK hoie prgwsu]1]rhwau]
(gurmuiK pRmwqmw vwsqy)
QoVI dyr bwAd swnUM iksy hor kmry ivc lY gey ijQy QW
izAwdw sI qy qrmwlw jI Aw gey[ sR. AmrIk isMG jI horIN
kihx l`gy ik AsIN A`j quhwfy nwl koeI g`l nhI krn Awey
sgoN AsIN qW quhwnUM bynqI krn Awey hW ik qusIN swnUM smW
idE qy AwpW iksy KulI qy v`fI p`Dr dI pMQk styj qy bYT ky
ivcwr-ivtWdrw krIey qw jo is`KW nUM quhwfy Xogm`q bwry d`s
skIey jW qusIN swnUM qs`lI bKS auqr idEgy ik gurU nwnk
swihb dI gurmq iehI hY qWik is`KW nUM AojVy pYx qoN roikAw
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jw sky[ pr iPr vI qrmwlw jI dy kihx qy AsIN g`lbwq krn
leI iqAwr ho gey[
sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI ny ku`J pMgqIAW bol ky ikhw ik gurU
jI is`DW nUM AwK rhy hn ik ‘Anh`d Sbd dy suxn qk hI nw
rho A`gy c`lo, XogIAW nUM ikhw ik auh bwhrlI ikMgrI hI nw
vjwaux Awpxy AMdr dI ikMgrI vjwaux Awid kih ik Awpxy
vydWq/Xoigm`q dI puStI krn hI l`gy sn ik aunHW nUM rok ky mYN
ikhw jI gurU jI iek ieMc vI XogIAW, sryviVAW, is`DW qy pMfqW
nwl sihmq nhI[ gurU jI dw ‘inrml pMQ’ Awpxy B`Ty dIAW
nvIAW ie`tW nwl auswirAw hoieAw iek nvW mh`l hY[ ies
ivc iksy purwxy m`q dI iksy vI ie`t nUM koeI QW nhI[ lE suxo
gurU jI dw hukm:
kwdI kUVu boil mlu Kwie] bRwhmxu nwvY jIAw Gwie] jogI
jugiq n jwxY AMDu] qIny EjwVy kw bMDu]2]m:1 {pMnw 662}
ies slok ivc gurU jI mnu`K nUM AMdroN sicAwrw mnu`K bxn dI
qwgId krdy hn[ kwdI, bRhwmxu qy jogIAW dy gurU jI iBauN iBauN
ky iCqr mwrdy hn[ kwzI (jy iek pwsy qW ieslwmI Drm dw
nyqw hY qy dUjy pwsy hwkm BI hY, irSvq dI ^wqr SreI kwƒn
bwry) JUT bol ky hrwm dw mwl (irSvq) KWdw hY [ bRwhmxW
(k®oVW SUdr-AKvWdy) bMidAW ƒ duKI kr kr ky qIrQ-ieSnwn
(BI) krdw hY [ jogI BI AMnHw hY qy jIvn dI jwc nhIN jwxdw [
(ieh iqMny Awpxy vloN Drm-nyqw hn, pr) iehnW iqMnW dy hI
AMdr Awqmk jIvn vloN suM\ hI suM\ hY [2[
so jogI jo jugiq pCwxY ] gur prswdI eyko jwxY ] kwzI so
jo aultI krY ] gur prswdI jIvqu mrY ] so bRwhmxu jo bRhmu
bIcwrY ] Awip qrY sgly kul qwrY ]3] dwnsbMdu soeI
idil DovY ] muslmwxu soeI mlu KovY ] piVAw bUJY so prvwxu
] ijsu isir drgh kw nIswxu ]4]5]7] {pMnw 662}
A`gy d`sdy hn ik kwzI, XogI Aqy bRwhmxu iks qrHW dw hoxw
cwhIdw hY[ Asl jogI auh hY jo jIvn dI shI jwc smJdw hY
qy gurU dI ikrpw nwl iek prmwqmw nwl fUMGI sWJ pWdw hY [
kwzI auh hY jo suriq ƒ hrwm dy mwl vloN moVdw hY jo gurU dI
ikrpw nwl dunIAw ivc rihMdw hoieAw duinAwvI ^whSW vloN
prqdw hY [
gurU swihb swnUM aupdys idMdy hn ik AY bMdy! qUM Awpxy kMmW
krky, inqw pRqI dy jIvn krky cMgw mnu`K bx iPr Awpxy Awp
dw pRmwqmw nwl myl smJ[ pr sR. syvw isMG jI pMqwjlI irKI
dy Xog m`q qy swK SSqR dI qrHW mnu`K nUM AwpxI K`bI nwVI
ivcdI TMfI hvw aupr nUM iKcx qy grm hvw bwhr k`Fx nUM hI
pRmwqmw nwl myl dw rsqw dsdy hn[ pr gurbwxI dI bolI ivc
iesnUM Avgux ikhw hY: jh kCu Ahw qhw ikCu nwhI pMc qqu
qh nwhI] ieVw ipMglw suKmn bMdy ey Avgun kq jwhI]
kbIr swihb, pMnw 334]
hy kbIr! myrI ilv/ myrw iDAwn/ myrIAW XwdW ivc pRBU vsx
krky ijhVI mmqw myry mn ivc pihlW sI hux nhI rhI Aqy
myry Awpxy SrIr dw moh BI nhI irhw[ hy BweI! ieVw-ipMglwsuKmnw vwly pRwx cwVHn qy rokx Awidk dy koJy kMm qW pqw hI
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nhI ik`Qy cly jWdy hn[Bwv ijs mnu`K dIAW XwdW ivc
pRmwqmw v`sx l`g pvy aus nUM ieVw-ipMglw-suKmnw vwly kMm
byloVvyN l`gdy hn[
g`l ies qoN A`gy ‘iqRkutI’ qy clI geI qy mYN ikhw jI gurbwxI
muqwibk iqRkutI qoN Bwv isrP qRYguxI (rjo,qmo qy sqo) mwieAw
dy pRBwv hyT iKJ kwrn pYdw hoeI iqRaUVI qoN hY[ iqRkutI dI
is`K Drm ivc koeI vI mh`qqw nhI?
kwsI qy Duin aUpjY Duin kwsI jweI] kwsI PUtI pMifqw Duin
khW smweI]1] iqRkutI sMiD mY pyiKAw Gt hU Gt jwgI]
AYsI buiD smwcrI Gt mwih iqAwgI] kbIr swihb, pMnw
857]
ies slok ivc kbIr swihb iqRkutI dw mqlb iqRaUVI qoN lYNdy
hn[ijvyN sMsikRq dy lPz ‘inktI’ qoN pMjwbI dw lPz ‘nyVy’,
sMsikRq dy lPz ‘ktk’ qoN pMjwbI dw ‘kVw’ bixAw hY ausy hI
qrHW sMsikRq dy lPz ‘iqRkutI’ qoN pMjwbI dw lPz ‘iqRaUVI’
bixAw hY[
hy pMifq! ijvyN kYNh ( kwsI) dy BWfy nUM TxkwieAW aus ivcoN
Avwz inkldI hY, jy Txkwxw bMd kr dyeIey jW kwsI dy
brqn ivc qryV Aw jwey qW iPr auh Avwz kYNh dy brqn
ivc hI smw jWdI hY iqvyN ies srIrk moh dw hwl hY[ jdoN dI
myrI bu`D jwgI hY myrw ies srIr nwloN moh tut/ imt igAw hY[
myrw ieh mwiek pdwrQW nwl KVkx vwlw BWfw B`j igAw
hY[hux pqw nhI ik auh iqRSnw dI Avwz ik~Qy jw guMm hoeI hY[
siqgurU dI is`iKAw nwl bu`D jwgx qy mYN AwpxI iqRkutI ivMn
id`qI hY Bwv AMdrlI iKJ Kqm kr id`qI hY qy mYnUM hryk Gt
ivc pRBU dI joq jgdI id`s rhI hY[
mwQY iqRkutI idRsit krUir] bolY kauVw ijhbw kI PUiV]m:
5, pMnw 394]
ieQy vI iqRkutI dw mqlb iqRaUVI qoN hY[ guru Arjn dyv jI
AwKdy hn ik hy BweI! aus mwieAw-iesqRI dy m`Qy auqy iqRaUVI
peI rihMdI hY, aus dI ingwh gu`sy nwl BrI rihMdI hY qy auh
sdw kOVw boldI hY[
iPr BweI AmrIk isMG horW nwl nwm dI ivAwiKAw krdy sR.
syvw isMG qrmwlw jI horI kihx l`gy ik gurU nwnk swihb ny
‘nwm’ pihlW pRwpq kIqw qy bwxI bwAd ivc ilKI[ BweI
AmrIk isMG horIN kihx l`gy ik vIr jIE quhwfy muqwbk qW
‘nwm’ dI pRwpqI leI bwxI dI loV hI nhI? jy gurbwxI dI
loV hI nhI qW gurU gRMQ swihb dI mh`qqw hI Kqm hY[ ieqny
nUM mYN ikhw vIr jIE gurbwxI dw Purmwx qW ieMJ hY:
rwm nwmu rwKhu auirDwr] gurbwxI vrqI jg AMqir iesu bwxI
qy hir nwmu pwiedw]3] {pMnw 1066}[
hux AweIey ies g`l v`l jo ies sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI dI
AslI qsvIr nUM nMgw krdI hY[
sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI kihx l`gy BweI AmrIk isMG jI
quhwnUM qW pqw hY ik mYN iqhwV jyHl ivc vI nwm dI kmweI bhuq
krdw huMdw sI[ iPr AmrIk isMG horIN kihx l`gy srdwr jI
mY EdoN vI quhwfI nwm jpx dI ivDI qy kmweI nUM
vydWq/Xoigm`q hI ikhw krdw sI qy A`j vI[ A`j AwpW 1991
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qoN bwAd pihlI vwr imly hW[ 1991 ivc jdoN AwpW iqhwV jyHl
ivc bMd sW qW ifptI suprifMt Srmw jI myry kol Aw ky quhwfy
gux gwauNdw huMdw sI qy kihMdw sI ik BweI swihb jI nwm dI
bVI kmweI krdy hn[ BweI swihb keI vwrI jyHl ivcoN nwm dy
Awsry bwhr cly jWdy hn Bwv dyhI qoN bdyhI ho jWdy hn[ rotI
vI bwhr hI Kw ky AwauNdy hn qy mYN jvwb ivc kihMdw huMdw sI
ik Srmw jI jy qW auh rotI-tuk Kw ky hI vwps Aw jWdy hn qw
koeI g`l nhI ikqy sR. syvw isMG qrmwlw jI koeI hor hI kwrw
nw kr bihx[qrmwlw jI iek dm cup hI rhy[ AmrIk isMG
horW dy d`sx muqwbk sR. syvw isMG aukq ifptI suprifMt Srmw
Awpxy hI dPqr ivc GMtw do GMtw bYT ky g`lW krdy huMdy sn qy
sR. AmrIk isMG horIN Awpxy swQIAW nUM kihMdy huMdy sn ik beI
ieh Srmw jo iksy spYsl eyjMnsI dw bMdw lgdw hY, sR. syvw
isMG qrmwlw jI dy jVIN bYTygw[ vyK lE srdwr jI aunHW hI
skImW dy ADIn kMm kr rhy hn[ pUrI qPsIl ivc AsIN sR.
AmrIk isMG jI horW nUM ilKx leI bynqI kIqI hY[ hwly AsIN
ieh g`lW kr hI rhy sW ik Gr dw mwlk AwieAw qy k`uJ icr
swfIAW ivcwrW suxn qoN bwAd Acwnk cONk ky boilAw[ quhwnUM
iksny Gr ivc Awaux leI ikhw hY? jvwb sI ik AsIN pu`C ky
Awey hW[ srdwr kulvMq isMG huMdl horW ny swnUM sR. syvw isMG
qrmwlw horW nwl imlwieAw hY[ iPr auh Gr dw mwlk kihx
l`gw mYN nhI jwxdw iksy huMdl nUM[ This is my personal
property, get out, get out, get out[

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

is`K sMgqW dI vwkPIAq vwsqy[

AkqUbr 2007 nUM sR. syvw isMG jI ny jlMDr tI.vI. qoN
pUrw iek GMtw AwpxI sMSQw dI ieSiqhwrbwjI kIqI[ iesdw
Krcw keI l`KW hY qy ieh swrw pYsw iksny id`qw?
pihlI ApRYl 2007 nUM qusIN AjIq, j`gbwxI Aqy
spoksmYn ivc pUry pUry pMnw dI AwpxI sMsQw dI ieSiqhwrbwjI
kIqI[ Krcw iqMn l`K iksny id`qw?
ipMf rOlI kol quhwfI 30 eykV jmIn, ijhVI
XunIvristI leI KrIdI geI hY, ijsdI kImq 5-7 kroV hY qy
XunIvristI dI auswrI qy vI keI kroV hor Krc Awauxgy[
pYsw ikQo AwieAw?
srdwr jI Ak`Q kQw smJwaudy hn[ ijhVI kQw hY hI
Ak`Q auh srdwr jI ikvyN smJwauxgy?
pMj ipAwry gurU rUp hoky nwm nUM AMdr pRvyS krngy qy
iPr nwm bwhr nhI Awvygw? nwm kI cIj hY? kI nwm koeI Tos
cIj hY? kI nwm koeI p`Qr hY, ryq hY, Kwx vwlw pdwrQ hY,
ijhVw pMjW ipAwirAw ny iksy mnu`K nUM nwL nwl dyxw hY qy iPr
‘nwm’ bwhr nhI Awvygw?
sR. syvw isMG pRo swihb isMG dy ArQW qy ivAwkrx nUM
nkwrdy hn pr Awp aunHW dy ArQW vwlw tIkw AwpxI vYb
sweIt www.simran.info qy pweI vI bYTy hn[ jdoN ienHW nUM
puiCAw igAw ik kI gurbwxI Aty-sty nwl ilKI geI hY qW
ienHW kol koeI jvwb nhI sI[ ikauNik gurU nwnk swihb A`Kr
‘sc’ AglI ieko pMgqI ivc iqMn vwrI vrqdy hn qy do vwrI
s`c dw v`Krw rUp vrqdy hn[ sc kI bwxI nwnku AwKY scu
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suxwiesI sc kI bylw ]2]3]5] {pMnw 723} Asl ivc g`l
ieh hY ik swry bwibAW Aqy nvyN purwxy sMqW nUM pRo. swihb isMG
mwPk nhI[ jy A`j is`K jgq sMqW bwibAW nUM nkwr ky cMgy
rwh pYx dI koiSS kr irhw hY qW pRo. swihb isMG dI bdOlq
hY[
7.
srdwr jI Awpxy ikqwbicAW dy ipCly pwsy AwpxI
jwxkwrI idMdy ilKdy hn ik Plwxy ipMf qoN mYitRk pws kIqI
qy iPr igAwnI[ koeI hor ifgrI huMdI qW ienHW auh vI jrUr
nwl ilK dyxI sI[ pr ienHW Awpxy bwry pUrI jwxkwrI nhI
idqI[ ieh pMjwb pulIs ivc bqOr holdwr srdwr ismrnjIq
isMG mwn dy Q`ly kMm krdy rhy hn jdoN auh PrIdkot AYs. pI.
sn[ ienHW nUM iqhwV jyHl dw ijkr vI krnw cwhIdw hY, pMjwb
‘c Ju`lI hnyrI smyN ienHW qy pwey gey kysW dw vyrvw vI ilKxw
cwhIdw hY[ ifptI suprifMt Srmw, ijnHW dI slwh nwl ieh
Xogm`q PYlwaux ivc kwmXwb ho rhy hn dw vI izkr krnw
jrUrI bxdw hY[
AKIr ivc ijhVw bRhm igAwnI Awpxy iksy syvk nUM bdqmIjI
krn qoN rokx dI ihMmq nhI r`Kdw ik BweI Gry Awey mihmwn
nwl ies qrHW dw vrqwvw nhI krIdw auh bRhm igAwnI dI
hwlq gurU swihb dy ies vwk vwlI hY:
m: 1 sloku] jy jIvY, piq lQI jwie] sBu hrwmu jyqw ikCu
Kwie] {pMnw 142} ienHW qoN bcoN[ bwkI sRI Akwl qKq swihb
ivKy imqI 13.10.06 nUM pMj isMG sihbwn dI iek`qRqw hoeI[
ijs ivc mqw nMbr iqMn BweI syvw isMG qrmwlw vloN vwihgurU
gurmMqR dw jwp krwaux dI nvIn ivDI gurmiq AnkUl nhI hY[
ies krky is`K sMgqW sucyq rihx[is`K sMgqW ny jy ibmwr
mwniskqw ivcoN bwhr inklxw hY qW bgYr iksy Krcy dy isrP
ds
imMt
hr
roz
www.gurgranthdarpan.com,
www.sikhmarg.com and www.singhsabhacanada.com
qy jwE qy gurmiq bwry jwxkwrI hwsl kro[ DMnvwd[
gurcrn isMG (ijaux vwlw) brYNptn[
gurU pMQ dw dws,

*****
K.T.F Income Expense Statement 2007
Donations received:
Harbhajan Singh, Wesley Chapel, Florida…………...121.00
Saurabh R. Singh, Elliott City, Maryland…………....250.00
Gurbir Singh Cheema, McDonough, Georgia…….…150.00
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, Boston (Anonymous)1000.00
Jaginder Singh Ramdev, Grayslake, Illinois…………..50.00
Ujagar Singh Gill, Arlington Heights, Illinois………...50.00
Gujinder Singh Bhasin, Richmond Hill, New York…100.00
Gurinder Singh Sahni, Richmond Hill, New York…..101.00
Avtar Singh Sidhu, Windsor, Ontario, Canada………..50.00
Col. Avtar Singh, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada……101.00
Hardev Singh Shergill, El Dorado Hills, California..8000.00
Total Receipts during 2007…………………………9973.00
Carry over from 2006………………………………….89.06
Total Funds………………………………………..10062.06
Total Expenses……………………………………...8457.77
Carry into 2008……………………………………..1604.29
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BOOKS FROM KHALSA TRICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION OF NORTH AMERICA INC.
Realizing the need for correct information about Sikhism in the English language for the benefit of Diaspora
youth, KTF requested S. Gurbachan Singh Sidhu, UK, to revise some of his books and write new ones. Mr. Sidhu
is one of the founders of The Sikh Missionary Society of UK and Guru Nanak Charitable Trust, Mullanpur
Mandi, Ludhiana. Of the many books and pamphlets in English that he has authored we have been able to afford
to publish only four:
1. Sikh Religion and Christianity – 110 pages
2. Sikh Religion and Islam – 153 pages
3. An Introduction to Sikhism – 76 pages
4. Panjab and Panjabi – 177 pages
These are excellent books for Sikhs and non Sikhs alike. Reading these books you will get the real meaning of
Sikhi, something that Gurdwaras have miserably failed to teach. These books are for free distribution. We invite
our readers in the USA to order any combination of 40 books for a donation to KTF of $100.00, including postage,
and distribute them free to their family, friends, local sangats or schools operated by Gurdwaras. Your donation
will help in the publication of The Sikh Bulletin.

*****

TEACH YOURSELF GURBANI. FOLLOWING TWO SOURCES ARE EXCELLENT:
1. www.srigranth.org This website will help you find page number of a shabad in Gurmukhi, English,
Devanagari and Transliteration; and also to Panjabi translation by Prof Sahib Singh.
2. www.gurugranthdarpan.com This site carries the Panjabi translation of GGS by Prof Sahib Singh.

*****
Salinder Singh Salindera of Australia has produced two movies, “Zafarnama” and “Birth of Khalsa”. The latter
is also available in Panjabi. In Australia they can be obtained from Raj Mahal Productions
rajmahal@ozemail.com.au Pacific Highway, Woolgoolga, NSW, Australia. Tel: 61 2 6654 1149; Fax: 61 2 6654 2922.
In USA: Kuldeep Singh Cloty, 1953 Bradley Estates Drive, Yuba City, CA 95993. Tel: (530) 237-6095. In the USA
price is $10.00 each plus postage

Khalsa Tricentennial Foundation of North America Inc.
3524 Rocky Ridge Way
El Dorado Hills, Ca 95762
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